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Everything Medical Marijuana 

Everything Medical Marijuana was formed due to the lack of 

medical marijuana information available on the market today. 

Our goal here is to provide information on the most current 

research, news, and products affiliated with the continuing medical 

marijuana movement. We emphasize on real people with real stories, 

transitioning from traditional medicine to medical marijuana.

Everything Medical Marijuana and the entire contents of 
this publication are copyrighted 2017 by Everything Medical 
Marijuana of Bisi Publishing. All rights are reserved and the 
information contrain herein may not be reproduced in any 
manner, in whole or in part, without written permission from 
Everything Medical Marijuana of Bisi Publishing. 

Medical Disclaimer: The articles, advice, and information 
contained within Everything Medical Marijuana Magazine is 
not intended to serve as a replacement for professional medical 
advice, treatment, or diagnoses. EMMM does not assume, 
intend, or imply any liabilities, warranties, or professional 
recommendations on the information contained within its 
pages, or on its website. Do not delay treatment or advice from 
a healthcare professional. If you have questions or concerns 
about the use of medical marijuana for your condition, ailments, 
or symptoms, please contact your healthcare professional for 
guidance or assistance.
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I was a young athlete feeling alone, depressed and in excruciating pain after a gymnastic move that 

separated my femur bone from my hip socket during a routine warmup in 1975. Back then there was 

no such thing as physical therapy and the doctors sent me home on strict bed rest for 60 days with 

instructions to not move.  I was feeling sorry for myself when friends showed up with a promise they had 

something that would make me feel better. They gingerly lifted and placed me in the back seat of one of their 

parent’s sedans and drove way out into the South Dakota prairie.  Once they were certain we would not be 

detected from afar, they pulled out a joint; first time I had heard that word for a marijuana cigarette.

lead to another and friends began coming to me 

for the wild wood weed.  My first garden was the 

next summer. At harvest time I discovered my 

crop had been picked clean of all leaves and buds; 

I suspect there were happy dear in the forest that 

season, but it was a complete failure of padding 

my stash!  

Fast forward to 1987: by that time I was 

married with two kids and living in Wyoming.  

My husband and I made a decision to no longer 

risk our family with road trips to bring in pounds 

of Columbian Gold (full of stems, seeds and 

My Journey to and from 
Medical Marijuana and Back 

By Shawn DeNae – CEO Washington Bud Company

Photos Provided by Shawn DeNae

Puffing on that joint did a few things for me; 

the pressure in my head relaxed, my mood became 

euphoric and my body wanted to move.  It was 

as if the cells in my body instructed my brain to 

begin my own physical therapy (PT) regiment.  I 

immediately crawled out of the back seat and 

began to do tiny squats, which lead to walking, 

which lead to getting back to school in record 

time.

The quest was on!  Finding cannabis became 

the goal.  I continued in my athletics and grade A 

studies, but I quit often to get stoned.  One thing 
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considered schwag weed today).  

We bought the first edition 

Marijuana Grow Bible by Jorge 

Cervantes and set up a little 

indoor garden to keep us, and a 

short list of friends in supply.  On 

July 29, 1987 I came home for 

lunch to find my husband being 

questioned by the sheriff. His deputies hauling out our plants, 

scales, lights and anything else they viewed as paraphernalia.  

The judge suppressed the evidence based upon hearsay via 

a Crime Stoppers anonymous call. We high tailed it out of 

Wyoming to the friendlier state of Washington.

Again, we set up a small indoor grow to supply us.  The 

D.A.R.E. program was in full swing when our 5th grader came 

home one day to declare that the cop at school; “the one with 

the gun” told him we were criminals and he had to turn us in 

to the police!  We could not compromise our family and took 

down our garden as fast as possible.  We got out of the scene, 

gave up smoking weed and focused on family and building our 

construction business.  

During the following 16 years, my health went to hell.  I was 

in constant over-all pain and became reliant on pain medication 

(however I could get them) to get me through the day and booze 

to knock me out at night.  At one point in my mid-thirties my 

husband turned to me and said. “Honey, you’ve got to figure 

out what’s wrong with you or you’ll end up in a wheel chair by 

the time you’re 50.”  I went on a quest and constantly sought 

solutions from Western to Eastern medicinal practitioners with 

little effect.  I was diagnosed with a string of maladies from fibro 

myalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, arthritis, bursitis, tendonitis 

to ‘soft tissue disease’ (whatever that is). Finally at the age of 42, 

I was diagnosed with Lyme disease.  Pain was my constant being; 

I was not a happy woman and my family felt it.  

That changed in August 2010, when we discovered Seattle 

Hempfest.  A young man handed me a joint. I lit it up and again 

felt the pressure in my head melt away. I recognized that familiar 

euphoric feeling tingling through my body and as I blew out 

that first puff in the presence of a police officer, I knew I wanted 

to get back into the cannabis 

community.  I dove into reading 

everything I could and discovered 

the term ‘medical marijuana’.  It 

soon dawned on me that I had 

been using cannabis medicinally 

all those years ago when I thought 

I was just getting high!  But, why?  

Why does this plant make me feel so much better?  How does 

medical marijuana work? Why is it an illegal schedule 1 drug?  

And what could I do about it?  

We had been experiencing the fall-out of the economic crisis 

since 2007 and made a conscience decision in early 2011 to again, 

initiate a cannabis garden.  Our kids were grown, we owned 

2 properties that could house indoor grows in outbuildings 

and we had duel passionate purposes; get me well and build a 

family legacy in the legal cannabis industry.  We established a 

‘Collective Garden’ with patient authorizations hanging on the 

wall under the butchered 5073 law that had recently been signed 

by the governor and the compassionate intent of I-692 passed in 

1998.  We were in the marijuana business again!

I began seeking compatriots and joined every policy meeting 

and advocacy group I could find. I started a blog to educate folks: 

A Cannabis Conversation – Marijuana Talk for Mainstreet. I 

began to juice fresh cannabis leaves, experimented with mixing 

up tinctures and topicals while dreaming of all the products we 

could make to help people in pain. We began selling directly 

to the safe access point stores as Washington Bud Company 

in February 2012.  According to a woman at the WA State 
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Department of Revenue, I was the first caller to ask how we could 

pay taxes on our sales of medical marijuana.  I figured if we paid 

taxes and were as ‘out’ as we could be that was the best defense 

we had in case it all came tumbling down.  Life was good, I was 

off pain killers and turkey bags full of high grade flower flew out 

the door as fast as we could grow and manicure it.

The ground was shifting again in early 2013 as Initiative 

502 began to form in Washington State promising legal 

recreational cannabis sales.  I worked with teams who poured 

over the initiative and came to the conclusion that, as written, 

the promised legalization was doomed with three tiered 

taxation, unheard of regulation and no safety net for patients.  I 

volunteered to chair the ‘Health Before Happy Hour’ campaign to 

craft legislation that focused on protection for patients and their 

cottage industry providers.  We lost that campaign in Washington 

State and I-502 came into full swing the summer of 2014.  

Recreational cannabis is now king, bringing in millions of 

dollars of excise tax which helps fund everything from education 

to better roads.  Legislation passed in 2015 that completely 

dismantled the ‘Collective Garden’ model that had protected 

us with a plausible defense while helping those in need: the 

patients who now must pay a heavy 37% tax.  The safe access 

points are gone, home delivery is gone, a defensible home grow 

is gone; replaced in large part by holding corporations that 

dominate the legal market with race-to-the-bottom monopolistic 

mentality.

Washington State had compassion beginning with laws 

written in the 1990’s and many of us have not lost site of creating 

a system that will again have compassion for those in the most 

fragile of health.  However, the grass roots medical marijuana 

movement needs leadership and angel investors to make that 

happen.  Sensible legislation takes effective lobby efforts and 

that costs money that is traditionally reserved for the very 

influential.  Where are the deep pocket proponents of medical 

marijuana now that recreational weed is here?  Do they no longer 

care?

Now that we are entrenched into growing legal cannabis, 

the focus is on remaining viable as competition becomes 

fierce.  There are over 1000 growers in Washington state 

serving just over 300 stores and cut throat pricing is making 

cannabis cheaper than it has ever been.   Supposedly good for 

the consumers but devastating to the independent cottage 

growers.  One way to stand out is to get our cannabis blessed by 

the Department of Health by following their rules of pesticide 

and heavy metal testing.  We have successfully traveled down 

that rabbit hole and back despite conflicts and inconsistencies 

between the rules established by the WA State Liquor and 

Cannabis Board and the DOH.   I am at least solaced by the fact 

that we grow all of our cannabis the same way we always have - 

clean and poison free.  My health depends on it.
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Growing Green with LED’s 
Sustainable Growing Application in 

the Cannabis Community

Juddy, we are committed to making 

choices that are socially responsible.  

While making water reattachment 

systems in our gardens, and recycling 

packing peanuts into bean bag chairs for 

local public schools are admirable, the 

biggest and scariest decision we’ve made 

was the choice to use LED lighting.  

In 2012, the people of Washington voted to approve adult use 

of cannabis.  My husband and I applied during the application 

window in 2013, and signed a 15 year lease starting January 1, 

2014.  Based on the foot print of the building, the best way to 

maximize space was to add on a second floor.  This meant 8 foot 

ceilings.  Anyone who has grown cannabis under High Pressure 

Sodium (HPS) knows that 8 foot ceilings are not ideal, especially 

if you’re going to put your plants on tables to maximize 

employee health and safety.  

Don’t let my business attire 

and pearls fool you.  I’m an 

undercover hippy.  I always 

have been.  

I grew up in a log cabin built from 

the trees off our land.  Our family has 

been composting since before cities and 

counties offered a compostable garbage 

bin.  I held a bake sale with my friend in sixth grade to purchase 

and preserve the Amazon rainforest.   My mother hand washed 

our lunch baggies, and I’m proud to say we went through one box 

of Ziplocs through my whole high school career.

As a business owner, it is our job to make choices that 

support our core morals and values.  With ever looming overhead 

(I have a whole new perspective on pay day now), making 

environmentally sustainable choices can be difficult.  But at Trail 

Blazin’, the cannabis farm I own and operate with my husband 

Photo of Trail Blazin’
courtesy of Savatgy Photography

By Danielle Rosellison
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Moreover, back in 2013, the verdict was still out on whether 

LED’s would even GROW cannabis.  Every internet chat room 

had different opinions, and any opinions that seemed valid were 

tested in a closet size space; hardly the kind of in depth research 

one would like to analyze before mortgaging their mother’s home 

to purchase six figures worth of lights.  We did the best we could.  

We ordered five different types of LED lights.  Even before you 

took the light out of the box, you could tell which lights were 

better than others.  Some were all show (like a really fancy paint 

job), but cheap parts.  Others looked solid and had few moving 

parts.  It was easy to tell from the five lights, which were worth 

doing a test run on our medical plants prior to moving into large 

scale production.

We did one cycle, clone to harvest, in a fifteen by fifteen space 

with the LED’s.  Not ideal, but it would have to work.

The good news, is that LED’s most definitely can grow 

cannabis.  They worked well enough to take a calculated risk, 

Introducing them into Trail Blazin’s large commercial grow.  

The bad news, is that due to the scale of economics and being 

new business owners, there were some pretty large learning 

experiences.

Important things to note: 
• There are grants available.  What we didn’t know when 

we purchased our first set of LED’s was that there was 

a utility grant for conserving energy.  Basically, utility 

companies pay businesses to make sustainable choices, 

and being in progressive Bellingham, WA, our utility 

had made the conscious choice to include “indoor 

horticulture” as recipients of their grant money as long 

as your LED lights were UL listed.  Make sure they are 

UL listed.  Puget Sound Energy handed us a very large 

check, like Price is Right big, after purchasing LED lights 

for Trail Blazin’s indoor cannabis production.  This 

mitigated the cost of the lights to being in line with HPS.  

We also save about 40-50% on energy costs between 

lighting and AC, making our lighting choice sustainable 

for our planet as well as sustainable for our pocket 

book.  Before purchasing LED’s, check with your utility 

company about grants and if they do not currently have a 

program, help them set one up.  It will be worth the time 

and energy.  Also, you get good hippy points.

• Your yield will decrease initially.  Our yield went down 

substantially.  About 40%. It took us a year to figure 

Photo of Trail Blazin’, courtesy of Amanda Mac
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out exactly how to adapt to LED’s.  Basically, you 

need to take all the stuff you learned from HPS, and 

use it as a baseline.  And then adapt.  Adapt.  Adapt.  

Adapt.  Everything is different with LED’s: the watering 

schedule, environmental parameters, the flowering 

time...all of it must be re-evaluated.  If you are stuck in 

the mentality “this is the way I’ve always done it”, then 

trying something new, like LED’s, is NOT for you.  You’ll 

find it very difficult to be successful.  However, if you are 

open to learning and developing, once you’ve figured out 

the intricacies, your yields and product will be every bit 

as prosperous as using HPS. 

At Trail Blazin’ we are very careful to say “this is what works 

best for us”, instead of “this is the best way to grow cannabis”.  

There are a million different ways to grow cannabis and it is 

your task to figure out which works best for you.  Based on 

our core values of wanting to be environmentally friendly and 

make socially responsible decisions. Decisions that benefit our 

communities and neighbors, not just our personal pocket books, 

LED’s made the most sense and we are happy that we made that 

choice.  I encourage you to check them out as well.

Danielle Rosellison is an owner and operating manager 

of Trail Blazin’ Productions.  Licensed in 2014, Trail Blazin’ 

cultivates award winning, pesticide free, sustainably grown with 

LED’s and a water reclamation system, legal cannabis. She is also 

the President of The Cannabis Alliance, a non-profit dedicated 

to the advancement of the cannabis industry.   In her spare time, 

she loves to travel, read, ski (or snowboard) and see live music 

with her kids and her best friend and husband, Juddy.

Photo of Trail Blazin’, courtesy of Savatgy Photography
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by Jack Woodhouse

Time and time again, cannabis has been shown 

an effective treatment for chronic pain and 

conditions like epilepsy and Alzheimer’s. Now, 

recent studies are suggesting that cannabis may also heal 

our bones and make them stronger.

If only it were that simple.

You see, while cannabidiol (CBD) has been shown to help 

broken bones heal quicker and stronger, other research suggests 

that cannabis may reduce bone strength in younger people. 

These mixed results indicate that numerous variables should 

be taken into account before cannabis can be utilized for bone 

health. 

Groundbreaking Israeli 
Study

In a groundbreaking, 2015 study, Israeli scientists injected 

either pure CBD or a combination of CBD and THC (the 

psychoactive component of cannabis) into rats with broken thigh 

bones. Rats injected with pure cannabidiol (CBD) had bones that 

not only healed faster than those in the control group, but they 

also turned out stronger. In fact, the researchers estimated that 

bones treated with pure CBD were about 35-50% stronger than 

bones left to heal by themselves, making them less likely to break 

again in the future.

These findings could lead to new treatment options for 

people suffering from certain bone-related diseases, such as 

osteoporosis, which plays a part in up to 8.9 million fractures 

annually worldwide, according to the International Osteoporosis 

Foundation.

The Tel Aviv University research team believe the results are 

related to the way that the plant’s cannabinoids interact with the 

body’s own endocannabinoid system. They highlighted a possible 

connection between the body’s cannabinoid receptors and bone 

growth stimulation.

“We only respond to cannabis because we are built with 

intrinsic compounds and receptors that can also be activated by 

compounds in the cannabis plant,” one of the researchers from 

Tel Aviv University commented in a press release.

The study also highlighted the importance in detaching 

the therapeutic uses of cannabis with its psychoactive effects. 

Speaking to the Times of Israel, Dr. Yankel Gabet from Tel 

Aviv’s Bone Research Laboratory, said: “The clinical potential 

of cannabinoid-related compounds is simply undeniable at 

this point,” Dr. Gabet said. “While there is still a lot of work 

to be done to develop appropriate therapies, it is clear that 

it is possible to detach a clinic therapy objective from the 

psychoactivity of cannabis.” [Gutierrez, D. 2015]

Therefore, CBD (and cannabis rich in CBD) have the 

Cannabis May Heal

Broken Bones
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potential to treat certain conditions, such as bone disease and 

osteoarthritis without the psychoactive effects commonly 

associated with marijuana. This is nothing but good news, and it 

will go along to remove the stigma that still surrounds cannabis 

use.

“After being treated with CBD,” Gabet continued, “the healed 

bone will be harder to break in the future. Other studies have 

also shown CBD to be a safe agent, which leads us to believe we 

should continue this line of study in clinical trials to assess its 

usefulness in improving human fracture healing.” [Gutierrez, D. 

2015]

Not Quite That Simple
Unfortunately, as is the case with much of the research 

surrounding cannabis, things are not quite that simple when it 

comes to cannabinoids and human bones.

A 2016 study found that chronic cannabis consumption might 

be associated with a lower bone density. The study looked at 170 

participants and found that bone fractures were more abundant 

in those who were ‘heavy consumers’ of cannabis (in that they 

had consumed cannabis over 5,000 times throughout their lives).

There are few things worth noting about this study, however 

- not least of which is the finding that ‘moderate consumers’ did 

not experience an increased risk of fracture. The study’s authors 

also articulated that many of the cannabis consumers had a 

lower than average weight and BMI, which may have accounted 

for or increased the risk of a reduction in bone density.

There is also a 2009 study that found cannabis may reduce 

bone strength in younger people. The same study then goes on to 

say that cannabis has the opposite effect in older adults, with the 

authors even going as far to suggest that these findings may be 

beneficial for the future treatment of osteoporosis.

This last bit of research falls in line with other studies 

that have found cannabis could have disruptive effects on the 

developing brain while still preserving brain function in older 

subjects. Although much more research need to take place before 

any definitive conclusions can be gleaned from these findings, it 

does seem to suggest that cannabis may be more beneficial later 

in life, and perhaps damaging for developing youths.

More Time and Research 
Needed

The bottom line is this: Very little is currently known about 

cannabis, the most controversial plant on the planet. Since 

Nixon’s “war on drugs” in the 1960’s, when stringent prohibition 

put a stop to all cannabis research, the mainstream has been 

pumped full of lies and myths surrounding marijuana.

Only now, with legalization sweeping the U.S., and countries 

like the UK and Israel turning their attention to researching 

cannabis, will we start to gain a clear perspective on what 

cannabis and its components can be used for.

Let us also remember that the endocannabinoid system 

was only discovered in the 1990’s and that research into it is 

very much in its infancy. What we do know, however, is that the 

endocannabinoid system is involved in a variety of physiological 

processes, including appetite, pain-sensation, mood, digestion, 

hormone levels, memory, and much more. It seems to work to 

produce a kind of natural balance in the body, which, in turn, 

leads to wellness.

Over the coming years, research will undoubtedly reveal 

more and more about how this miraculous plant works within 

the body, and in time, we will learn how best to utilize cannabis 

in a therapeutic setting. And, judging by recent research into 

marijuana and bones, cannabis-derived medicine may very well 

be one of the most novel and efficient treatments for healing and 

strengthening broken bones.
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The International Church 
of Cannabis

Paying Testament to the Sacred Flower
By: Brad Cole - Photos courtesy of International Church of Cannabis

Colorado brings new meaning to the expression 

of “smoking cannabis religiously.” On April 

20th of this year, Denver opened its very first 

International Church of Cannabis. Similar to the First 

Church of Cannabis in Indiana, the new religious center 

intends to help people find spiritual enlightenment 

through the use of cannabis.

Though its use has been largely excluded from historical 

texts, cannabis has religious roots that date all the way back to 

ancient China. They called it “Ma,” which translates into the 

‘plant with two faces’ and reserved its use for religious officials. 

The Rastafarian movement is also well-known for using 

marijuana in their rituals. It is supposed to aid their spirits 

in rejecting materialism and oppression. In the 20th century, 

their religious use of the herb was scrutinized and led to long-

held legal processions. Eventually, the court held that the 

consumption of marijuana was legal under U.S. law for religious 

and spiritual purposes. Their efforts to retain their right to use 

cannabis spurred the 1993 Religious Freedom and Restoration 

Act that warrants the very existence of other religious cannabis 

movements. 

The Inception of the 
International Church of 
Cannabis (ICC)

Unfortunately, there has been a social stigma surrounding 

those who choose to use medical marijuana. Yet, as laws 

continue to improve, people from all walks of life are becoming 

more and more open with their spiritual, religious, and healing 

practices. That is why Steve Berke, co-founder and landlord of 

the ICC, decided to buy up the 113-year-old church. He wanted to 

create a place where people could spiritually celebrate marijuana. 

However, it should be noted that there are no plans to distribute 

marijuana at the church. Rather, it is simply meant for a place 

where people can use marijuana for spiritual practices.
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 Following no specific dogma, the members call themselves 

‘Elevationists.’ They firmly believe that marijuana’s sacramental 

power can lead them to spiritual fulfillment. The church claims 

to provide a space for adults to “ritually take the sacred flower 

to find inspiration and meaning.” Whether smoking quietly in a 

pew or having a talk about life out on the patio, Elevationists can 

search for peace and clarity with like-minded people. The church 

is open to anyone, from any faith, who chooses to use marijuana 

as a path to spiritual enlightenment.

Discovering the Church 
Itself

Nestled in a quiet, family-friendly neighborhood, the 13,000 

square-foot space is colorfully painted by famous Spanish artist, 

Okuda San Miguel, and American artist, Kenny Scharf. Elaborate 

shapes, designs, and drawings give the inside of the cathedral 

an undeniably joyful and creative look. As written on the 

church’s website, “when one takes the sacrament and meditates 

on the meaning of the murals, one may have what feels like a 

transcendental experience.” They say that “in those moments, 

one receives the meaning one requires at that time.”

There is a community kitchen, an art patio, and even a second 

floor of the church that is quickly filling up as more members 

flood in to join. In fact, in the very first week of opening, 

membership for the church expanded 500 percent, and it is still 

growing.

The community, as a whole, is not quite sure what to make of 

it, but like all new things, there has to be an adjustment period. 

Steve Berke is “trying to be positive and impactful within the 

community” with live concerts and comedy shows; it shouldn’t 

be long before most people get used to the not-for-profit.

Mixed Reactions from 
Local Residents

It hasn’t all been sunshine and daisies though. The new 

church is getting its fair share of pushback from the local 

government. Supposedly on its opening day, the events became 

“very restrictive and private,” says Steve Berke. “They tried to 

throw me in jail,” he adds. 

Luckily, the pushback has been met with limited success. 

The New York Times reports that this “challenge to the church’s 

legality... proposed in the state’s House of Representatives, 

was shut down almost as quickly as it arose on [that] Thursday 

morning.” 

Regardless, the church is walking a fine line with state 

officials. Democratic state Rep. Dan Pabon of Denver believes 

that “what they’re doing seems patently illegal.” He believes it 

is a ‘social pot club,’ which are currently prohibited in Denver. 

Dan Rowland, spokesman for Denver’s Department of Excise and 

Licenses, says, “The open and public consumption of cannabis is 

not permitted in Denver, and there’s not a religious exemption to 

that.”

In what seems to be a compromise from otherwise being shut 

down, the church has agreed to keep its events as invite-only 
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as new regulations for the “approved public use of marijuana in 

permitted businesses” are defined.

Where it Stands from a 
Legal Perspective

Currently, it is unclear whether the ICC is working to obtain 

legal status as a church, as it is defined by Section 501(c) 3 

under IRS Code. Steve Berke openly states that he wouldn’t have 

chosen to start a church if he was looking for a way to obtain tax 

exemptions. This suggests that his primary concern is to secure 

the right to religious freedom and to be able to allow the use of 

medical marijuana in its facilities at all times.

Starting One of Your Own
If Denver is too far away for you, there is always the option 

of starting your own church of cannabis. Proven to be a viable 

religion in most states, the ability to open one depends primarily 

on the state laws on both religious freedom and public marijuana 

consumption. Looking at the First Church of Cannabis in Indiana, 

members can openly smoke marijuana at the facilities because 

the state’s regulations protect citizens who wish to practice their 

religion freely and openly. However, in Denver, it’s the opposite 

case; the state is choosing to enforce its laws that prohibit the 

open use of marijuana over the right to religious freedom. 

The process is similar to starting a church or non-profit of 

any nature. Though, it gets a little trickier when it comes to the 

marijuana side of things. For this, you will want to qualify for 

legal religious and church status so long as you are protected 

in your state to practice your religion without interference. 

Otherwise, you will have to work around it for now like the 

International Church of Cannabis and continue to push for the 

legal use of marijuana for spiritual purposes.

How You Can Support the 
Cause!

Right now, the church is in serious need of renovations. 

Starting up with a 100-year-old building calls for lots of 

restoration costs for them to build a more accessible and 

enjoyable environment for all members. ICC is currently taking 

donations for their cause. 

Contact Info for Steve Berke:

Twitter: @steveberke

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/steveberkecomedy/
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I WANT YOU
TO CARE ABOUT PTSD
HELP HEAL ALL WOUNDS OF WAR

By All Means Necessary - End Veteran Suicide
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Let me briefly take you back to the Legislative 

session of 2015, at the Washington State Capitol. 

Twenty22Many and its Veterans were in front 

of another legislative hearing to determine If PTSD 

was in fact going to be allowed on Washington states 

list of qualifying conditions for medical cannabis use. 

Guaranteeing PTSD, a spot on that list was the only way 

us veterans would be able to use Medical Cannabis and 

not lose all Veteran benefits. We all lined up to be given 

the standard three minutes to explain why Cannabis keeps 

us all alive. Three minutes, to explain to a panel why we 

Veterans will cease to exist if not for access to Medical 

Cannabis.

As I watched my brothers and sisters spill their inner most 

fears, one after another, in hopes to convince legislators that 

we deserved to live on Cannabis and not survive on pills, I had 

noticed a not so pretty picture. I looked to see one legislator 

blatantly on his phone, another quietly talking to the person next 

to him, and another step out while we were giving testimony. 

American Veterans, not even being given the time of day while 

they braved this public hearing, not asked for but, forced upon us. 

I was shocked and decided it was time that I get their attention. 

Atlas, it was my turn to step to the mic and tell them my side of 

the story. I felt at this moment a need to tell them a dark story of 

my past that would place PTSD upon my shoulders for a lifetime. 

I started my speech by telling the panel my PTSD story, one I 

had never shared with anyone in my life until that moment. 

Not even my best friend nor mother knew the story I was about 

to tell. I told the panel plainly that my PTSD was not from my 

service in the Marines but, my PTSD was from being sexually 

abused (rapped) as a young child and that it was something I 

have lived with my entire life. With my fellow Veterans at my 

side I felt safe in sharing this dark secret. I went on to explain 

how Medical Cannabis not only helps me get day to day but, also 

from moment to moment. The look on their faces, I felt like I had 

finally gotten through.

We were heard that day.

After the hearing that day, and many others to follow 

legislators and their assistants would stop me in the hallways 

and thank me for my moving testimony but, the work isn’t done. 

This story is critical because it speaks to the lack of attention 

we are facing with 20-22 Daily Veteran Suicides. Nobody, 

Veteran Compass 
Twenty            Many
for Veteran Access in all 50

By Patrick Seifert

Photos curtosy of : Twenty22Many
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from our Commander and Chief down to the lowest levels 

of government are paying these suicides the attention they 

rightfully deserve. What happened that day at our hearings 

speaks volume about our culture towards veterans and suicides. 

I know that our (Twenty22Many) powerful testimony that took 

place that day and others has made the difference in getting 

PTSD added to the list of qualifying conditions in Washington 

state. With the help of Senator Hobbs, the military veteran 

senator, and Senator Kohl-Welles our PTSD bill 

came out of the Senate without a single 

conflicting Vote. Sadly, this was the same 

year that PTSD was turned down in 

Colorado and other states. What 

we accomplished in Washington 

State, the model we used can and 

should be taken to every state 

considering cannabis treatment 

for PTSD.

All of this was accomplished 

by Twenty22Many in the first six 

months of existence. Now here we are 

two years later, many trips to Washington D.C 

and the United Nations under our belts all in the name 

of creating safe reliable access to Medical 

Cannabis for all Veterans. Twenty22Many 

is as grassroots as a 501(c)3 can get. 

Twenty22Many has become a beacon of hope 

for all Veterans looking to walk down the path 

of Holistic and Medical Cannabis Healing. It 

isn’t just the THC, it’s not just Terpenes, or 

CBD, CBN’s and CBG’s, it’s the synergy and 

entourage effect between them all.

Twenty22Many was born from a Medical 

Cannabis Collective Garden And Safe Access 

Point, Rainier Xpress 2011-2016

We at Twenty22Many Strongly believe 

that we will sooner than later get Medical 

Cannabis Access to all Veterans, in all 

states, under one simple life rule. Ethics. 

We strongly believe that it is unethical to 

deny a Veteran in one state that same medicine that is saving 

Veterans lives in another. If Medical Cannabis is considered part 

of a doctors “medical tool box” of healing in one state it needs 

to be allowed in all states, to all people. It’s unethical to keep 

forcing pharmaceuticals on our Veterans. If a Veteran gets out of 

the service tomorrow the only thing he or she knows is alcohol 

and pills. For all Veterans Pills are Free and on every base in the 

world and alcohol is easily accessed, cheap, and 

tax free.

Twenty22Many was created to 

change that culture. We want to 

reach that new Veteran and help 

guide them, implore them to look 

at Holistic Healing and Medical 

Cannabis as an option. The 

importance of this knowledge is 

quite literary a manner of life and 

death.

We hope to bring with every new 

addition of Everything Medical Marijuana a 

Veteran related story about and for Veterans.
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Below is a list of current and future programs Twenty22Many 

is and will be involved with

• Our own Crisis Help Line - 360.545.7849

• Twenty22Many Summer BBQ Series

• Twenty22Many Advocacy Trips & Activist Trips

• Twenty22Many Hiking

• Indoor Skydiving

• Weapons Safety

• City Volunteering

• Twenty22Many Yoga

• Twenty22Many Own 24/7 Helpline. We will assist any 

Veteran anywhere in the world.

• Twenty22Many Jujitsu

• Twenty22Many Arts and Crafts

• Twenty22Many Education Center

• American Lake & Twenty22Many Transportation 

Program 

• A.L.I.C.E Pack Program for Homless Veterans 

(basically a backpack filled with survival tools and 

hygiene tools for homeless veterans) pre packed and 

given out to homless Veterans.
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The road to legalization is a twisted, rocky path littered with obstacles, speed bumps, and, of course, potholes. 

Back in 1991, when Seattle HEMPFEST® began, there were a lot of people who laughed at us. Those folks are not 

laughing today, although some of them are coughing. 

What We Have Done and 
Where We are Going

By Vivian McPeak - Photos Provided by Vivian McPeak of Seattle Hempfest

2003 Hempfest Archives

While we have come a very long way on the path to true 

legalization, many of us in the Pacific Northwest cannabis 

reform movement don’t feel that we have reached our 

destination just yet. As satisfying as it may be to walk 

into a recreational store and purchase a bag of weed, we 

cannot yet cultivate our own medicine, or necessarily find 

the strains patients need to treat the symptoms of their 

illnesses in the current retail market. 

Our current DUI provision is not at all science based, 

but, rather, was driven by polling. As many as 250 

pesticides are allowed in our current system, and there 

are restrictive laws preventing advertising equality, and 

federal laws preventing any cannabis business from 

banking or taking credit cards. 

As long as cannabis has a Schedule One designation 

in the Controlled Substances act, the federal 

government has the ability to take all of our advances 

away with the stroke of a pen and place us back at the 

starting gate. 

 Luckily for us the message has been getting out. All 

across America, and the globe, people are discovering 

the truth about cannabis. People are finding out they 

have been mislead their entire lives, and many of them 

are taking action in their own communities. 

Although you only need to go across the border into Idaho 
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to be reminded how vicious and cruel -- how absurd and totally 

wrong -- prohibition is in every way.

Some people are still having their property stolen, losing 

their freedom, even losing custody of their children over a couple 

of plants intended for medical use. Jail and prisons in many 

states are still overflowing with non-violent drug offenders, and 

a vast majority of them are in for cannabis offenses.

We have many of our military personnel recently returned 

from military conflicts after serving bravely, suffering from 

traumatic brain injuries, terrible pain related conditions, and a 

shocking amount with post traumatic stress syndrome. Our brave 

veterans need to be able to access cannabis as a treatment over 

the psyche drugs and opiates they all are being prescribed. 

Here in Washington State, in Olympia, we have an 

organization called 22 Too Many, working hard to remind us that 

as many as 22 or more vets commit suicide each and every day. 

Patrick Seifert, and his crew of volunteers are doing great work 

at the Olympia HEMPFEST Central location, advocating for both 

veterans and cannabis.

And then there is Meagan Holt, the mother of sweet Maddie 

Holt, and her organization Project PC. Maddie was born blind and 

deaf, with health complications stemming from a rare terminal 

disease called Zellweger Syndrome. Meagan has been logging 

many hours in Olympia testifying before our state legislature 

advocating for children who need medical cannabis.

There is the struggle of Washington father John Barclay, 

fighting for his beautiful daughter, River. He is fighting the good 

fight trying to gain access to cannabis oil River needs to prevent 

her terrible seizure disorder while she attends school. Children 

who need pharmaceutical medications can have them applied to 

them at school, but John and his wife need to remove River from 

school halfway through her day just to administer the cannabis 

oil that she needs to hold back her epilepsy. All they are asking is 

for some medical equality.

 There is to much needless suffering of patients that could 

be readily addressed by the freedom to choose cannabis over the 

potentially deadly, cost prohibitive, and addictive pharmaceutical 

drugs that are currently being offered. 

 Yet the arrests just keep happening. Even here in Washington 

there were recently a rash of raids and arrests for cultivation. As 

awesome and vital as the recreational stores are, there is still 

much work to be done. 

 Every recreational store, cultivator and processor is doing 

economic activism, risking everything in bold defiance of federal 

law. These people have made huge investments of time and 

money to forge an industry out of the ashes of prohibition all the 

while others are still being persecuted. 

 26 years ago the Seattle HEMPFEST was started on a small 

amphitheater in Seattle’s Volunteer Park because we were tired 

of seeing our culture be targeted and persecuted. The cannabis 

culture is one of the most peaceful, artistic, spiritual and creative 

subcultures anywhere. 

 The entire movement to legalization has gone on for decades 

without a shot fired or any major act of violence. We have gone 

up against the most well funded domestic propaganda campaign 

in history, against the most powerful government in the world, 

yet we are winning. 

 What other political movement has been able to flip state 

after state in defiance of federal law? And we are just getting 

started.

Neal Storme and Main Stage Crew 1999 Hempfest Archives

 Every year at HEMPFEST we fill 1,000 staff shirts with 

118 volunteer crews. What we have accomplished down on 

the waterfront, in three of Seattle’s most beautiful parks, is 
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donation based event for 26 years, and raises the capital it takes 

to produce the world’s first “protestival” by selling vending 

spaces, sponsorship, memberships, web and program ads, raffles, 

and attendee contributions.

 Sadly the attendee contributions has been our weak link in 

the chain, as HEMPFEST averages about 46 cents per attendee 

for the entire weekend. In the last several months many other 

HEMPFEST type events have gone down for a lack of funding, 

including Olympia HEMPFEST, the Ontario Canada HEMPFEST, 

Portland’s Hempstalk. Even Seattle’s 40 year cultural music 

event, Folklife, had to put out an S.O.S for enough attendee 

donations to survive the changing dynamics.

 It is arguable that, without Seattle HEMPFEST tilling the soil 

for reform all of these years Washington might not have been 

one of the first states in the nation to change the cannabis laws. 

 And now we have a presidential administration that is openly 

hostile to our culture, and which might threaten all the advances 

we have made. Our U.S. Attorney General has asked Congress 

to allow him to go after medical marijuana. Is there anything 

harsher than targeting sick people who are only seeking relief 

from the agony of their symptoms?

 That being said we will continue working at Seattle 

HEMPFEST to provide a platform to those people who are still 

fighting against the madness of prohibition. We hear people ask 

us frequently, “HEMPFEST? Why even do that anymore? Isn’t pot 

legal?” Well, that is so frustrating that it makes our blood boil.  

 Prohibition is raging, and as I mentioned earlier, even here in 

WA state we are severely dissatisfied with the limitations of the 

significant advances we have made. 

 There is so much about the Seattle HEMPFEST that most 

people are not aware of. Did you know that our volunteer Voter 

Registration crew has registered almost 10,000 Washingtonians 

to vote at our event? And we have held raffles to raise funds 

to place on the prison commissaries of inmates serving life in 

prison for cannabis “crimes,” to the tune of several thousands of 

dollars.  

We pay about $14,000 annually to have Seattle Fire 

unprecedented. There simply is no other event in the world 

exactly like the Seattle HEMPFEST.

 Over 1,000 bands have performed at HEMPFEST, and over 

1,000 speakers have graced HEMPFEST stages over the decades 

with a message of freedom and personal responsibility that has 

kept this movement raging.

Woody Harrelson, 2003 Hempfest, Photo: A.P. Lilly

 Every year 400 arts, crafts, food, and informational vendors 

have presented their wares and message to the masses in 

an environment of freedom and tolerance that is unrivaled 

anywhere in the world. You’d be very hard pressed to find 

another event in an urban setting where you have the liberty to 

puff tough with your fellow Americans free from the threat of 

arrest. 

But that freedom continues to be threatened as the changing 

economics of the fastest growing city in the United States 

threatens HEMPFEST’s extinction.

 It takes over $800,000 to produce the largest, flagship 

event of the cannabis culture. HEMPFEST has remained a free, 

Jack Herer, Main Stage, 2006, Photo: A.P. Lilly
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Department medics and an ambulance on site during HEMPFEST, 

to compliment our awesome internal volunteer First Aid crew. 

Those medics bring AEDs, (heart defibrillators) to the event in 

case someone has a heart attack, or heart failure. But because 

the event is 1.5 miles long and logistically challenging, we rent 

extra AEDs to have within the event so we can save a life if ever 

needed.

 We contracted a University of Washington economics 

professor to do an economic impact study, which estimated that 

48.9% of these patrons came from King County, 31.6% from 

elsewhere in Washington State, and 19.5% from out-of-state. 

Seattle HEMPFEST Festival patrons spent approximately $7.1 

million in King County in relation to their visits to the 2014 

festival. 

 It is estimated that Seattle HEMPFEST Festival in 2014 

generated 234 jobs in King County, led to $18.145 million in 

output (sales of all industries), and generated $8.172 million in 

labor income. Labor income is the combination of direct earnings 

(wage and salary) plus estimated benefits/indirect labor expenses 

such as employee benefits). This model was used to estimate 

selected tax revenue impacts, which totaled $1.2 million.

 We have always taken the high road. From the early days 

of HEMPFEST we made a decision that we would attack only 

policies, not personalities. We have worked hard to use the 

power of our stages and sound systems to spread responsible 

messaging. 

 While we have pulled no punches on the sick, twisted, 

damaging policies related to prohibition, we strive to do it 

carefully, without targeting individual politicians. We don’t have 

control over what every one of our thousands of guest speakers 

say on our stage, but our own people have been instructed to 

think twice about attacking people. Not only can good people 

make bad policy, people’s minds can change. You change the 

world one heart and one mind at a time.

 Alienating, attacking, and insulting people because they 

have different ideas only drives them deeper into their beliefs. 

Making it personal guarantees they will probably never give 

your idea a chance. We are very proud that we have tried to be 

 All the while we have made activism and community 

engagement fun and exciting for many. It has required hard 

work to a degree that nobody, not directly involved, could really 

comprehend how challenging it has been. 

 And the challenges just continue to come. Hempfest is 

working against some existential challenges. 

 On January 21, 1998, Ralph L. Seeley, an attorney from 

Tacoma,  lost his battle to cancer which he suffered from for over 

a decade. Seeley was diagnosed 12 years earlier with chordoma, 

a rare bone cancer located in the spine. Seeley went through a 

dozen surgeries and several bouts of chemotherapy and radiation 

therapy. He suffered severe nausea, vomiting, and debilitation. 

Smoking cannabis was the only thing that helped, and it worked 

much better than the pharmaceutical drugs that his physicians 

could prescribe. 

 Seeley sued the State of Washington, requesting that the 

state be legally compelled to reclassify cannabis as a substance 

that could be prescribed. After a Pierce County superior court 

judge ruled in his favor, Washington State appealed. In July of 

1997, the Washington State Supreme Court reversed the decision 

Ralph Seeley and Alison Bigelow - Hempfest Archives

good community leaders and seek to reduce superficial (or even 

significant) differences that separate us. You can accomplish so 

much on common ground. You can make advancements there. 

 Please don’t misconstrue that to think we have not been 

fierce and ferocious in our condemnation of prohibition and the 

industrial prison complex system. We have helped change the 

law in our state and beyond, in our own way. Many people have 

worked so hard in so many different ways.
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of the lower court. Less than six months later Seeley was dead, 

but the cause he fought for was not. 

 In less than a year, Washington’s voters overwhelmingly 

approved Initiative 692, which permitted qualifying patients to 

obtain prescriptions for “medical marijuana.” Fourteen years 

later, voters would approve another initiative, this time legalizing 

the recreational use of marijuana by adults. The good, the bad, 

and the ugly followed, but Ralph Seeley’s legacy cannot be taken 

away. 

 In 1998 we dedicated the second HEMPFEST stage to Ralph, 

making it the Seeley Memorial Stage, and his late wife Judith 

made the dedication that year, only to lose her life to cancer 

months later. After 19 years and many amazing moments of the 

Seeley Stage Crew, this year HEMPFEST has experienced a budget 

shortfall as the economics of our city and industry are changing. 

 We may not have the Seeley Stage this year. The family of 

volunteers who have made so much magic on that small parcel 

of land may lose, what to them is something more precious than 

gold. It hurts so much to tell them they are going to lose their 

beautiful, sacred stage. 19 years they have been a family.

 If we can get even 1$, or better yet $5 or $10 per day, from 

every attendee for the one-of-a-kind experience that HEMPFEST 

offers we would be fine, and we could guarantee that our precious 

Seeley Stage continues. We lost our Starborne EDM stage last 

year. We can’t lose the Seeley Memorial Stage too. The thought is 

so painful for us.

 Whatever happens, we are not done and will not stop in 

our efforts to keep the memories alive as well as pay tribute to 

those who have suffered and sacrificed to defend against the 

injustice of prohibition. We will never give up, give out, or give 

in on our quest to keep moving forward, and taking the speed 

bumps that come along in stride, and with all the dignity, honor, 

and resilience we can muster. It has gotten so much harder but 

we will forge on for the patients, the prisoners, and the planet. 

We must see real legalization across the entire globe. That is the 

cause, and that is the purpose and goal of the Seattle HEMPFEST. 

It always has been.

 Join us! The freedom you gain just might be your own.

 

1994 Gasworks Hempfest, Hempfest Arch
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The Clash Between Banks 

and Marijuana Businesses
By Jamie Lee

ideas to private investors at large conferences. If they’re 

lucky, a wise and progressive investor will take on the risk 

of providing private funds. 

Banks and Cannabis 
Companies - A Rocky 
Relationship

Prior to 2014, it was illegal for banks to lend a hand 

to companies dealing in marijuana, at any level. This law 

impacted medical marijuana dispensaries as much as it 

did dispensaries in states that had legalized recreational 

marijuana. Then, in 2014, the Obama administration 

allowed banks to take on marijuana companies as 

customers. The Treasury and Justice Department passed 

rules to relax the laws on marijuana banking to encourage 

cooperation between the businesses. However, these were 

only guidelines and were not binding laws. Without a 

guarantee from the federal system, many banks did not 

budge on their willingness to take on marijuana-affiliated 

customers.

Banking institutions that do decide to work with 

marijuana clients are required to take extra measures 

to ensure the money they are taking in is coming from a 

company that adheres to state law. This often requires far 

more paperwork and transparency with the government. 

These extra requirements, combined with the lack of a 

binding law that excuses banks from marijuana-linked 

investigations, has made nearly all banks hesitant to work 

with marijuana businesses. If the federal government 

so chooses, they can charge these banks with money 

laundering, which only further compounds the issue.

Imagine if McDonald’s couldn’t use the federal banking 

systems. No doubt, they would have billions of dollars 

of cash stashed in a vault somewhere and a security 

system that rivaled most militaries. If forced to work in 

cash, it is doubtful they ever would have grown to the 

immense international presence they are today.

Although this is not the reality of the fast food mogul, 

it is for other companies. In fact, many businesses 

affiliated with the federally illegal, multi-billion dollar 

marijuana industry cannot use traditional banking 

systems in the U.S. If banks are not offering their services, 

there is no way to wire money, write checks, or pay taxes 

online. All business transactions occur in cash, and there 

is often a lot of it. This can make dispensaries and other 

marijuana-affiliated companies easy targets for robbers, 

which requires extra security measures.

With few options to protect their businesses, some 

cannabis growers and dispensaries have turned to people 

known as “ganjapreneurs.” Often ex-military, these 

individuals may carry guns to protect themselves and their 

loot - sort of an unofficial armored vehicle for businesses, 

but without the armor. They also run money from the 

companies to any service that needs payment, such as tax 

services or electric utilities.

These issues do not just cover dispensaries and growing 

facilities, however. Banks are extremely hesitant to 

work with any company associated with cannabis. This 

includes marijuana testing facilities and even phone 

app developers, which can make raising seed money 

to start these businesses extremely challenging and 

entrepreneurship unlikely for most. Budding companies 

may attempt to work around this issue by pitching their 
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A Brave Few Take on the 
Cannabis Industry

According to a report released by the US Treasury 

department in 2015, only 220 of the 7,600 banks in the 

nation currently accept funds from marijuana companies. 

Because of the extra work needed to provide to their 

clients, it is clear they are providing these services to help 

those in need, not to gain profits. 

Washington is the most progressive state in terms of 

marijuana banking. Although the national banks are still 

not on board, even in the liberal state, small credit unions 

have taken a leap of faith. Salal, a small credit union based 

in Seattle, has assisted more than 200 marijuana clients 

since 2014. They have reported working with these clients, 

largely in the name of public safety, and in the security of 

their customers.

In Massachusetts, Century Bank and Trust has agreed 

to work with dispensaries once recreational marijuana is 

enacted sometime in 2018. Although they have decided 

not to give out loans, they will be accepting deposits from 

marijuana-affiliated businesses. 

Of course, most banks will not admit that they provide 

services to cannabis-related businesses, and their 

clients are equally quiet about who they receive banking 

assistance. Despite the silence, a fair number of companies 

do receive services from banks. These few banks, who have 

been brave enough to take a chance on the marijuana 

industry, have given hope to businesses. However, the 

companies that still deal exclusively in cash is far greater 

than those who have banks to assist them. 

Tribal Lands Working to 
Secure a Banking System

Native Americans who are interested in legalizing 

marijuana in American Indian nations have proposed 

an American Indian banking system. CannaNative is a 

company that is working on convincing nations to create 

banks to assist marijuana businesses. They use casinos as 

an argument, pointing to the success of the businesses and 

the wealth is has brought many nations. Outside entities 

originally developed many of the casinos that are run on 

Native American lands. Once the local nation learned 

how to run the business themselves, they took them over, 

which is what CannaNative is hoping to achieve with the 

marijuana industry. 

Even if CannaNative succeeds, they can only do so 

much to help the industry. Another idea is to create a 

marijuana-only type of banking system. Unfortunately, 

this is improbable, given that the federal government 

must approve all banking licenses and insurance. Even the 

credit unions that have already stepped up are limited in 

the ways they can help. They can only do so much, and 

they are not easily able to provide widespread assistance.  

No Immediate Answer in 
Sight

A functional, legal banking system that is willing to 

take on marijuana clients will, no doubt, provide safety 

to those in the business and immense profits for banks. 

As it stands now, however, federal banks are unwilling to 

work with clients that could put them in jeopardy of being 

accused of money laundering.  

Although solutions have been suggested, the only 

real and guaranteed way to ensure the safety of banks 

and marijuana companies is to remove marijuana as a 

Schedule I substance, or to pass a law that guarantees 

immunity to banks. Given that some very anti-marijuana 

individuals currently head our country’s administration, 

this change is unlikely to occur anytime soon. For now, 

wary banks and duffel bags full of cash remains the norm, 

but there is hope that the situation will improve over time. 
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Big Business and MMJ 
You’ve Gotta Pay to Play

What’s the impact?
Beyond the increase in marijuana related products and 

services hitting the market, big business is also getting into 

the production side of things. We are seeing the effects of 

this primarily in the price of medical marijuana. According to 

CannaSaver.com CEO Brian Shapiro, wholesale prices per pound 

have dropped from $2,500 down to just $1,000 over the past year.

“We’re already seeing in Colorado, the prices on pounds 

plummeting,” says Tom Adams, principal analyst at BDS 

Analytics. “And the other legal states, same thing. The margins 

are going to get squeezed in a big way in this business.”

It’s not just happening in Colorado either. Supposedly per 

gram prices have dropped in Washington from somewhere 

around $25 a gram down to just $6 a gram over the past 2 years. 

It’s no secret that the rise in competition has driven down 

average market prices for medical marijuana.

Why’s this happening?
At this point, there seems to be two clear reasons for the 

significant drop in prices. The first is based on fundamental 

economic theory of supply and demand. Specifically, with a 

rise in competition comes an increase in supply of medical 

marijuana. As these businesses flood the market with product, 

the price naturally drops. But this is just part of the explanation 

The medical marijuana industry is flourishing, but 

not because of strong sunshine rays or the right 

amount of water. No, it’s been flourishing from 

the source that brings life to all industries alike – the 

money of big business. As with any industry that gains 

initial momentum, investors are always prepared with the 

funds to propel it forward and really get things rolling.

Who’s investing?
It’s no secret that the MMJ industry is attracting the attention 

of investors across the nation. Venture capital firms are pouring 

hundreds of millions of dollars into the industry. One such firm 

goes by the name Privateer Holdings. Supposedly, a large portion 

of its funds have come from Founder’s Fund – an investment 

fund backed by Peter Thiel, a billionaire investor involved with 

the likes of PayPal, Twitter, and others. In fact, Privateer has 

raised over $100 million already.

The fund’s two major investments include Leafly and Marley 

Naturals. Leafly has been described as the Yelp for marijuana, as 

it lists the locations of various dispensaries alongside an endless 

library of strains. Marley Naturals on the other hand produces 

“smoking accessories and hemp-based skincare products”. As you 

can see, it is much more than just the production of the plant 

itself that is gaining the attraction of many. Even non-smoking 

investors are taking notice.
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here.

The other contributing factor comes down to the strategic 

motives of big businesses. Specifically, these larger organizations 

can afford to lower prices to the point where smaller companies 

cannot afford to compete. Whether it’s done through flooding 

the market with product or simply selling at a lower price, both 

achieve a similar effect. And let’s just say, this isn’t the first time 

in history where we’ve seen the big dogs push out the small-time 

players. 

How big business could 
take over the MMJ 
industry.

As these larger businesses leverage its economies of scale, 

they can afford to squeeze profit margins by dropping prices 

extremely low. The idea is to drive competing businesses out 

of the market so the remaining ones can increase market share 

and have greater influence in shaping the industry. Eventually, 

raising prices again to a more profitable level.

And this isn’t just the plant itself – it’s all the other aspects 

of the MMJ industry too. These companies are investing in the 

materials and tools necessary for cultivating the plant. Take 

Johnson’s Miracle Gro as an example. The CEO has publicly been 

heard saying the company plans to invest somewhere in the 

ballpark of $500 billion into the industry in the near future. 

Other factors that affect 
the outcome.

Aside from the competitive moves of big businesses, there 

are some states that are essentially handing out golden tickets to 

monopolies and oligopolies. Take Florida as an example. There 

is debate between two bills that propose how medical marijuana 

should be handled in the state. The primary difference between 

the two bills is this. The first one allows those who are most 

qualified in the cannabis production process to obtain licenses. 

On the other hand, the opposing bill essentially hands exclusive 

licenses over to the 7 current producers of medical marijuana 

in the state. In other words, the state would be creating an 

oligopoly from its own doing. Needless to say, the outcome will 

have a dire impact on the MMJ industry in Florida.

The future for the 
original MMJ players.

Meet Michael Straumietis, aka Big Mike, the CEO of Advanced 

Nutrients, a marijuana fertilizer company. He thinks that the 

original players who got the industry going won’t necessarily 

have a place going forward. He says, “It’s almost like you 

invented something and you’re holding it in your hand and some 

big bully comes along and takes it out of your hand and says, 

‘Thank you very much for all your hard work.’” 

He adds, “The little store owner – the hydroponic store owner 

– is going to be put out of business by national chains,” he said. 

“It just is. Either that, or you get your game together and you 

start having the business practices and start doing it the same 

way as the big boys do.”

How does this affect 
consumers?

Initially, we may see lower prices as big businesses attempt 

to push the smaller players out of the market. However, it is 

very likely that a rise in prices will eventually follow. Either 

way, consumers should still fight for regulations surrounding 

legalization that suits their needs.

In fact, NORML’s Paul Armentano warns consumers that they 

should not just sit back and let big business shape the industry. 

He says, “One shouldn’t assume that those two entities will be 

advocating for the same policies. In some cases it might be very 

different policies that corporate interests are advocating for 

versus those of the individual.”

All in all, big business will have a profound impact on shaping 

the medical marijuana space – we’ll keep a close eye as it unfolds. 
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Why the Marijuana Black Market 
Still Exists Even with 

Medical Marijuana Reform
By: Margot Carmichael

State lawmakers had high hopes for eradicating street 

corner drug deals and turning them into taxable, store bought 

transactions.

 And in theory, their plan made sense.

After all, who would want to buy marijuana from a random 

drug dealer in a potentially unsafe environment when they could 

avoid any legal repercussions by purchasing their pot from a safe, 

licensed dispensary that offered a variety of options?  

Surprisingly, based on the currently thriving state of the black 

market, a lot of people.

Though marijuana reform has certainly increased tax revenue 

and decreased marijuana-related arrests, it has yet to make a real 

impact on the black market.

Here’s why.

Convenience
One of the main reasons that black market marijuana is still 

a thriving industry within the United States is simple – for most 

The laws surrounding marijuana, both medical and 

recreational, seem to be in a constant state of 

change.  Over the past ten years, the United States 

has become somewhat of a patchwork quilt when it comes 

to cannabis laws.  

This is because, although the Federal government still deems 

marijuana an illegal Schedule 1 substance, individual states have 

the ability to create and enforce marijuana laws as they see fit.  

And 29 states have done just that by legalizing marijuana in one 

way or another.

Allowing more lenient laws regarding the sale and use 

of marijuana has created higher expectations regarding how 

marijuana will benefit our economy, criminal justice system, and 

the black market.

Expectations that are, sadly, not being met.

With seven states and Washington D.C. legally allowing the 

recreational use of marijuana, it was no secret that the passing 

of these laws was largely aimed at eliminating black market 

marijuana sales.
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people, it’s the only way to score pot.

Unless you live in one of the seven states or Washington D.C. 

where purchasing recreational marijuana is legal, the only option 

to buy marijuana for personal, non-medical use is to buy it on 

the black market.  

Sure, many states allow the legal sale of medical marijuana, 

something that is often taken advantage of by those trying to 

cheat the system, but obtaining a medical marijuana card, for a 

genuine medical condition or not, takes work.  

Not to mention, legally, you have to have a medical condition 

that justifies a doctor writing you a prescription for medical 

marijuana.  Something that many marijuana users simply don’t 

have.

Which means that until recreational marijuana is legalized 

on a more national level, marijuana users in non-legal marijuana 

states will continue to keep black market marijuana sales in 

business.

Economics
Street weed is cheaper than legal weed, plain and simple.

Which is one of the biggest reasons that the black market still 

exists.

Even if you live in a state that allows the legal purchase of 

marijuana for recreational use, chances are, you’re going to pay 

significantly more than you would from your local drug dealer on 

the street thanks to the hefty tax that comes with the purchase 

of legal marijuana.

Take Colorado for example, a pioneer in legalizing both 

medicinal and recreational marijuana, but also a state that’s still 

dealing with a significant black market.

Denver community leader, Francisco Gallardo, puts the issue 

into simple terms by saying, “If it’s ridiculously expensive and 

they can get it from their homie cheaper, that’s what they’re 

going to do.” (James, 2016)

Black market drug dealers are able to significantly undercut 

legal dispensaries by selling their product without hiking up the 

price since they don’t have to tax their product.

Medford, Oregon offers a perfect example for the problem 

with legal marijuana tax markup.  In Medford, an ounce of legal 

marijuana can cost as much as $352.  But if you’re willing to buy 

from the local drug dealer, you can purchase the same amount 

for as low as $191.

Sure, it’s not as safe and probably not as high-quality as 

marijuana purchased legally from the dispensary, but if you’re on 

a budget, you can’t beat that price.

It’s just simple economics, and it’s what the black market 

counts on to stay alive.

Personal Growers
Laws surrounding the ability to grow marijuana plants in 

your home differ from state to state, though most states that 

have legalized recreational marijuana, allow residents to grow 

anywhere from three to sixteen plants for personal use, with that 

number rising significantly if the plants are for medicinal use.

The problem with legal home-grown pot is that it creates an 

attractive business opportunity for black market dealers.  

Take Colorado for instance, a state that allows residents 

to grow up to 99 plants in their home assuming they’re used 

for medical purposes, which often they are not.  This can be 

extremely difficult to monitor and creates a huge opportunity 

for illegal marijuana growth and sales.  Commenting on the grow 

laws in Colorado, Tom Gorman, director of the Rocky Mountain 

High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area program, says, “Instead of 

eliminating the black market, Colorado has become the black 

market.” (McKinley, 2017)

This issue really stems from the fact that it’s hard to keep 

tabs on whether these home growers are actually using the 

marijuana for medical purposes or in fact packaging and selling 

it for a hefty profit.

Sherriff Shane Heap of Elbert County, Colorado says, “I 

have 45 deputies, but I could use 10-12 more just to work the 
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marijuana cases.”  

Thanks to lax grow laws in states like Colorado, black market 

marijuana sellers are able to operate under the radar, legally 

growing marijuana in their homes and selling it for a massive 

profit, both in and out of state.

Furthermore, thanks to laws legalizing the sale of marijuana 

in seven states and D.C., many black-market dealers have taken 

to websites like Craigslist to unload their home-grown products, 

posing as legitimate and licensed dealers.  

With the influx of this type of market for marijuana sales, 

local police departments simply don’t have the manpower to 

track down each and every illegitimate online dealer.  Which only 

furthers the reach of black market marijuana growth and sales.

Big Pharma
There is no denying the incredible benefits that marijuana 

offers for a variety of medical issues, from treating nausea to 

curbing anxiety to reducing seizures. 

However, even in states that allow the legal sale of medical 

marijuana, patients are unable to purchase it through big 

pharmaceutical companies or with the help of insurance coverage 

thanks to regulations in place by the federal government.

The federal government’s deeming of marijuana as a Schedule 

1 controlled substance means that they not only consider it to 

have a high-potential for abuse but they view it as having no 

medicinal purpose.  Something that over 1.2 million medical 

marijuana patients would beg to differ with.

The federal government’s regulations on medical marijuana 

has many patients who rely on the drug in order to function on 

a daily basis finding other, less legal outlets for purchasing their 

medication.

And unfortunately, there’s little hope that the role that 

pharmaceutical companies play in making medical marijuana 

products more accessible will change anytime soon.

John Hudak, of the Brookings Institute, says, “Pharmaceutical 

companies’ ability to conduct research on marijuana is 

oftentimes stymied by federal scheduling. That creates a burden 

that just adds to their costs. Even if they started to do research 

that could be used to create cannabis-based medicines, the 

Schedule I status makes it extraordinarily difficult for them to 

bring those drugs to market.”

Meaning that we shouldn’t expect to see medical marijuana 

in the big pharmaceutical market anytime soon, and therefore, 

we shouldn’t expect to see it disappear from the black market 

either.

Unclear Laws
I’ll be honest, I had to look up the marijuana laws for my state 

before writing this article.  

I live in Georgia, so I knew that marijuana wasn’t legal for 
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recreational use, as there aren’t dispensaries on every street 

corner, but I wasn’t 100% clear on the specifics of the medicinal 

laws in my state.

And I’m not alone in my uncertainty.

There is a ton of confusion surrounding marijuana 

legalization and decriminalization in the United States.  

Especially because it varies significantly from state to state.  

This fact alone contributes to the existence of the black 

market.  

If you’re unclear on how to obtain a medical marijuana card, 

or the process is simply too difficult, where are you going to turn 

for your marijuana needs?

Probably, your local drug dealer.  Though illegal, buying weed 

on the black market is pretty straightforward, making it a better 

choice for some people. 

Not to mention that even though the legal sale and 

distribution of marijuana, medical or not, is legal in multiple 

states, cannabis companies are still being treated like criminals 

by financial lenders.

Due to the federal status of marijuana as a Schedule 1 

substance, many financial institutions are reluctant to invest in 

legitimate marijuana distributors.  Which makes it tough for the 

business of legal weed to grow while keeping those black-market 

sellers in business.

The Future of Black 
Market Marijuana

As of now, marijuana is a booming business in the United 

States – both legally and on the black market.

While the legal marijuana industry generated approximately 

$6.7 billion dollars in 2016, black market marijuana sales crushed 

that number by generating an estimated $46.4 billion dollars. 

And while that may seem disheartening at first glance, not 

all hope is lost.  That black market revenue is down 3% from the 

previous year, which is small, but not insignificant.  It shows 

that the legalization of marijuana in seven states has done some 

damage to the black market.  The hope being that with more 

states legalizing marijuana, black market revenues will continue 

to decrease.

Eliminating the black market and all the negative backlash 

that comes with it is in fact possible by legalizing marijuana on 

a national level.  And although we still have a long way to go to 

reach this level of legalization, we can find hope in looking at 

how far we have come over the past decade.  

I remember the days when the idea of being able to walk into 

a store and legally purchase marijuana was laughable.  And now 

there are more states than I can count on one hand where you 

can do just that.  Progress takes times.

Hopefully, one day my children will look back and say, 

“Remember when you couldn’t buy marijuana at the local 

pharmacy in every single state?”
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Trump Administration 
Continues to Threaten a

 

Crackdown on Medical Cannabis, 
Even as Scandals Mount

By Mike Klepfer

“I will treat this provision consistently with my constitutional 

responsibility to take care that the laws be faithfully executed,” 

the statement read.

The Rohrabacher-Farr amendment is named for California 

representatives Dana Rohrabacher, a republican, and Sam 

Farr, a Democrat. It bars Justice Department from using funds 

to prosecute marijuana businesses and consumers in states 

where medical marijuana has been legalized. It does not 

cover recreational cannabis. It was inserted into a budget bill, 

without a vote in 2014, as congressional Republicans engaged 

in brinksmanship over the budget, threatening a government 

shutdown. The amendment marked the first time the federal 

government opted to protect medical marijuana, and it has been 

approved by both legislative branches when it has come up for a 

vote in three instances since.

Trump’s attorney general, Jeff Sessions, has been a vehement 

opponent of marijuana use throughout his career. He famously 

asserted in 2016 that “good people don’t smoke marijuana,” and 

has continually signaled that his Justice Department will do 

The scandals continue to mount for the Trump 

administration. The Trump team’s possible 

collusion with Russia and Trump’s potential 

obstruction of justice in the firing of former FBI 

director James Comey have thrown a wrench into the 

administration’s attempts at legislation, preventing it 

from pushing its Obamacare repeal or even getting started 

on tax reform.

Trump has remained fixated on the scandal that has 

engulfed his presidency, but he has also taken time out for 

side-excursions, such as accusing U.S. ally Qatar of sponsoring 

terrorism and delighting Twitter users with a new nonsense word 

of his own creation. Another of his momentary diversions was 

to announce that his administration would pursue challenges to 

state medical marijuana businesses.

In June, Trump tacked on a signing statement to a budget 

bill, saying he was not legally bound by a federal rule that bars 

the government from interfering with states that have legalized 

medical and recreational cannabis.
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everything it can to fight against the end of cannabis prohibition.

In a May letter, Sessions asked congress to allow him to 

ignore Rohrabacher-Farr, saying “I believe it would be unwise 

for Congress to restrict the discretion of the department to fund 

particular prosecutions, particularly in the midst of an historic 

drug epidemic and potentially long-term uptick in violent 

crime.”

Sessions appeared to be conflating a nationwide opioid 

epidemic with cannabis use, although opioid deaths have 

decreased across the board in states that have legalized 

marijuana use. He also misrepresented violent crime statistics, 

which have been on the rise over the past year, but have sat at 

long-term lows for years.

Although public health officials were quick to criticize him 

over the lack of scientific foundation to that assertion, it doesn’t 

appear that science is his concern. Sessions is a veteran War on 

Drugs federal prosecutor whose career has been dedicated to 

prosecuting drug offenders.

Sessions backed up the Obama era “Cole memo” as “valid” in 

March. That Obama-era rule lays out enforcement priorities for 

the Justice Department, which says that marijuana businesses 

licensed by a state and abiding by the laws laid out by the state 

are not a priority. Priorities under the Cole memo include black-

market interstate commerce and making sure children do not 

have access to cannabis – aspects that have been largely satisfied 

by states. But the memo does not supersede federal law, under 

which marijuana is still illegal.

Sessions also appears to be 

following a blueprint laid out 

by the influential conservative 

think tank, Heritage Foundation, 

“How Trump’s DOJ Can Start 

Enforcing Federal Marijuana 

Law.” Steps recommended by 

Heritage include strengthening relationships with sympathetic 

local officials and publicly reestablishing US leadership in the 

War on Drugs. Sessions has done so thus far.

Trump previously supported medical marijuana, saying on the 

campaign trail his support was “100 percent,” a position which 

directly contradicted the Republican party platform. Like many 

Trump pronouncements, medical marijuana is a position where 

he has done a 180-degree turn.

It remains to be seen if Trump has the political will to engage 

in a fight with states over medical marijuana. As prohibition 

wanes, swing states that were key to his election have legalized 

medical use. Trump could pick fights with blue states, such as 

California, a prospect he has raised with Sessions in their battle 

against pro-immigrant “sanctuary cities.” However, Trump knows 

better than anyone that his political power is being dragged 

down over questions about his campaign’s ties to Russia, and 

what threatens to continue to be an historically-low approval 

rating for a first-term president.

Sessions is a target of the Russia investigation, and has 

already recused himself from it after he was found to have lied 

during his confirmation hearings over meetings with Russia’s 

ambassador to the U.S. Trump was rumored to be considering 

firing Sessions over the recusal, and Sessions reportedly offered 

his resignation to Trump once, an offer that was not accepted. 

But the president gives the Attorney General marching orders 

regarding Justice Department priorities. As with immigration, 

there are already tools at their disposal, should they choose to 

act. With Trump’s discretion, Sessions appears to be engaging in 

a war of words that threaten medical marijuana. 

In the meantime, legalization advocates will work to bring 

recreational states under the 

protection of Rohrabacher-Farr 

and to prohibit the DEA from 

crackdowns in those states.

Battle lines have been drawn. 

While congress and states can 

and have mounted a defense and 

medical marijuana has proven a 

political success story, whether the pace of the end of prohibition 

will be checked by federal law enforcement remains to be seen. 
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ASU Student’s Arrest Leads to 
Overturning the Campus Ban of 
Medical Marijuana in Arizona

By: Margot Carmichael

For instance, in 2012, state lawmakers passed a statute that 

made possession of marijuana on state university campuses – 

even medically prescribed marijuana – a Class 6 felony.  At the 

time, Arizona was the only state in the United States to impose 

such harsh consequences for medical marijuana patients caught 

possessing or using the substance on campus.  

But thanks to the 2014 arrest and subsequent appeal of 

Arizona State University student and medical marijuana 

cardholder, Andre Maestas, this statute was overturned by the 

Arizona Court of Appeals on April 6, 2017.

How does the arrest of one student result in the overturning 

of an entire law?  

Let’s find out.

The Arrest
On March 18, 2014, Andre Maestas, a freshman (at the time) 

at Arizona State University(ASU), took a cigarette break while 

The last decade has been a game-changer for the 

legalization of medical marijuana in this country. 

Currently, 29 states plus our nation’s capital, 

legally allow the use of medical marijuana, with more 

states jumping on the medical marijuana bandwagon each 

year. 

However, the specific regulations surrounding the use 

of medical marijuana varies from state to state, which can 

be confusing for cardholders who aren’t familiar with the 

specifications.  

While some states, such as Colorado, have made great 

strides forward in the legalization of marijuana (medicinal and 

otherwise), other states, like Arizona, seem to be engaged in a 

constant debate.

Arizona voters approved the state’s medical marijuana 

program in 2010. Since then, lawmakers have made repeated 

attempts to alter the laws that define the program.
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enjoying a movie night on campus with friends.  Unfortunately, 

Maestas chose the wrong place to sit down while enjoying his 

smoke - the middle of a quiet intersection.  Almost immediately, 

Maestas was approached by campus police, and later arrested for 

blocking a public roadway.

But that’s not all that Maestas was arrested for that night.

While questioning Maestas about blocking the roadway, 

campus police proceeded to search her wallet, where they 

discovered her medical marijuana card.  This led to a raid of 

her dorm room (after obtaining a warrant, according to court 

records), where police found .6 grams of medical marijuana 

(118 times less than the 2.5 ounces that medical marijuana 

cardholders are permitted to possess) and various smoking 

paraphernalia. 

Despite having a valid medical marijuana card for the 

treatment of her chronic back pain from a misplaced vertebra, 

Maestas was charged with a 

Class 6 felony for possessing 

marijuana in her campus 

dorm room.  This was in 

addition to the Class 3 

misdemeanor charge she 

received for blocking a public 

roadway.

Whether it was bad luck 

or a simple case of being at the wrong place at the wrong time, 

Maestas faced stiff penalties from both the law and from ASU.  If 

found guilty of the class 6 felony, Maestas would have lost her 

financial aid and could have faced possible expulsion.  

Maestas’ arrest highlighted a real issue for cardholding 

medical marijuana students living on campus.  If possessing 

or using medical marijuana on campus was illegal, where 

were cardholding students expected to use their prescribed 

medication?

ASU offered no solution, and still doesn’t to this day.

Other colleges, such as the University of Colorado in Boulder, 

give cardholding students the option to break housing or dining 

agreements so they can live off-campus without incurring 

financial or academic consequences.  This allows them to use 

their prescribed medication freely and as needed.

In contrast, ASU barely addressed the issue, saying only, 

“Arizona’s medical marijuana law also prohibits marijuana on 

campus,” in a written statement that they still stand by today. 

(White, 2015) 

Taking it a step further, Maricopa County Attorney, Bill 

Montgomery, believes that there’s no need for solutions 

regarding medical marijuana on campus, saying in an email, “If 

someone is healthy enough to be attending college on a regular 

basis, there are more than enough legal medical alternatives 

that would allow them to successfully treat their condition and 

remain on campus without breaking the law.”

Many argue that the Arizona Medical Marijuana Act(AMMA) 

directly contradicts Montgomery’s opinion and was passed 

specifically to protect people 

who require the use of 

medical marijuana rather than 

other medications, whether 

they are a student living on 

campus or not.  

So, what began as a 

simple incident involving the 

blocking of a roadway ended 

up giving Maestas a platform to not only bring awareness to this 

pressing issue, but to try and change the laws that surround it.

Maestas Fights Back
Initially following her arrest, prosecutors offered Maestas the 

opportunity to participate in a six-month drug-treatment and 

testing program (TASC), rather than facing a trial.  

Maestas declined.  

This was a seemingly bold move, especially since a drawn-

out legal battle could potentially put Maestas’ financial aid and 

enrollment at ASU in jeopardy.  
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But Maestas was looking at the bigger picture.  She was 

determined to not only fight her felony drug conviction, but also 

fight to overturn the 2012 statute that modified the AMMA and 

led to her arrest.  

“I’m just trying to do what’s right for medical-marijuana 

patients.  Nobody should be restricted access to higher education 

just because they happen to use a specific type of medication for 

whatever ailment they have,” said Maestas.  (White, 2015)

Enlisting the help of pro-cannabis defense attorney, Tom 

Dean, Maestas formed a case claiming that the legislature’s 

passing of the 2012 campus-ban statute was illegal under the 

1998 Voter Protection Act, which protects laws created by voters 

by prohibiting the legislature or governor from altering or 

changing them.

And the 2012 campus-ban statute did exactly that - altered 

specific regulations of the voter-approved AMMA.  

Because, while the original AMMA explicitly banned medical 

marijuana from K-12 campuses, it said nothing about college 

campuses.  And the addition of the 2012 statute meant that 

patients using or possessing medical marijuana on college 

campuses were now subject to felony prosecution. 

Maestas and Dean felt that this directly contradicted the 

sole purpose of the AMMA, which is “to protect patients with 

debilitating medical conditions, as well as their physicians 

and providers, from arrest and prosecution, criminal and other 

penalties and property forfeiture if such patients engage in the 

medical use of marijuana,” and went against the Voter Protection 

Act. (White, 2017)

While the 1998 Voter Protection Act does allow legislature to 

change voter-approved laws if, and only if, the changes further 

the purpose of the law, Dean felt strongly that the 2012 statute 

did not fit the bill, saying, “It does not further the purpose of 

the Medical Marijuana Act, which is to protect, not expose, but 

to protect patients from criminal and other penalties.  If the 

legislature can go in and start to dismantle, and tinker with a 

voter-passed initiative, then they can do it anywhere in any 

initiative. So, this is an important case, not just for medical 

marijuana, but for the voters of Arizona.” (Jones, 2015)

Which is exactly why even after the state reduced Maestas’ 

felony charge to a misdemeanor, she chose to appeal the case 

with high hopes of getting the unfair law overturned, saying, “It’s 

not really fair to subject people who are using something out of 

necessity to this kind of punishment.” (White, 2015)

The Verdict and Appeal
In October 2015, Maestas was found guilty and sentenced to 

one-year of unsupervised probation, a $750 fine, and 24-hours of 

community service.  

Although the reduced sentence was ultimately good news, 

Maestas was still unsatisfied with the entire situation.  Even 

though the state reduced Maestas’ Class 6 felony charge to a 

Class 1 misdemeanor, the unfair law that spurred Maestas’ arrest 

was still in place.

This prompted Maestas and Dean to file a Notice of Appeal 

in an attempt to overturn the law and make a real difference in 

Arizona’s drug policy and the upholding of the Voter Protection 

Act.

And that is exactly what Maestas and Dean’s hard work and 

dedication over the next two years did.

On April 6, 2017, the Arizona Court of Appeals overturned the 

law banning medical marijuana from college campuses, stating 

“that the 2012 bill expanding the medical-marijuana ban to 

college campuses violated the Arizona Constitution’s protections 

for voter-approved laws.” (White, 2017) 

Thanks to the efforts of Maestas and Dean, medical marijuana 

cardholders possessing cannabis on college and university 

campuses can no longer be charged with a felony crime.

It’s undeniable that Maestas was looking at the bigger picture 

from the beginning and knew that her case was about more than 

just medical marijuana. 

“It’s much bigger than just medical marijuana itself, it’s a 

defense of the Voter Protection Act,” Maestas said. “Citizens 
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initiatives is one of the great things that Arizona has, allowing us 

to get our own issues and our own laws on the books just through 

signature gathering and allowing citizens to vote on them.” 

(Franklin, 2017)

Not only did the Court of Appeals overturn the 2012 statute, 

but they also overturned Maestas’ 2014 conviction.

Following the ruling, Maestas, who was understandably 

pleased, said, “I was very happy. Elated. Definitely what we 

wanted to happen, and I couldn’t believe it took so long, and it 

was good to have a victory.” 

While this ruling was certainly a win, not only for Maestas 

and Dean, but also for all medical marijuana users and voters 

in Arizona, the policy surrounding medical marijuana is still 

imperfect.  

Although it is no longer a felony for cardholders to possess 

medical marijuana on college campuses, the possession of 

marijuana — medicinal or otherwise — is still officially banned on 

all college campuses in Arizona (and nationwide for that matter).  

It is still illegal under federal laws, which means all public 

colleges and universities must comply and ban marijuana from 

campus grounds to receive federal grants and funding.

So, what exactly does this mean for cardholding college 

students and employees?

While they will no longer face felony charges if caught with 

medical marijuana on campus, they will have to answer to 

university officials and could face punishments such as drug-

education classes, suspension, or even expulsion. But people like 

Maestas and Dean may one day change it all. 

Overall, what started as an uphill battle that put ASU student, 

Andre Maestas’, academic future in a precarious situation, ended 

with a win for Maestas and a giant step forward for medical 

marijuana reform in Arizona.
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A Medical Refugee’s Perspective

Cannabis In
Washington & Oregon:

taken a somewhat different approach to 

the rules associated with the cannabis 

trade, and each has chosen a somewhat 

different way to enforce those rules. 

For a medical cannabis user who can’t 

tolerate cold winters or high altitude, 

there are three states that provide 

a haven: California, Oregon and 

Washington.

Fortunately for our family, we have 

been residents of both California and 

Washington at various times in the 

past, so we were familiar with both 

states and the quirks of the state 

and local governments. Ultimately, we chose Washington for 

economic and work related reasons. As someone with a thirty-

five year history in the software industry, it seemed appropriate 

to locate in the high-tech capital of the northwest. While 

we chose Washington for economic reasons, we spent time 

considering whether living just over the border in Oregon might 

not be a better idea given the differences between the states in 

cannabis legalization.

Where To Go?

Ours is a medical refugee 

family.  Despite the 

frustrations of how 

medical cannabis programs have 

been implemented in the states 

that permit its usage, we were 

happy to at least have the option to 

relocate. The voters of Texas, where 

we had been living, overwhelmingly 

support medical cannabis usage. 

Unfortunately, the reactionary 

Texas legislature hasn’t yet bowed 

to public pressure, and it has a long way to go before it 

will even acknowledge that perhaps science has disproved 

the myths surrounding what many Texas legislators still 

consider the “devil’s weed.”

Over the last decade, several states have courageously decided 

to strike out on the path of legalizing cannabis for medical and 

recreational purposes, despite the federal overnment’s continued 

refusal to acknowledge either science or logic. Each state has 

By Mike Meadway
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Oregon and Washington have both decided to use an existing 

bureaucracy – the state liquor control board – as the rule making 

and enforcement mechanism for cannabis legislation. For 

those of us who remember the fights in Washington between 

the grocery stores and the WLCB (and the condition of most 

state liquor stores), this was not a particularly encouraging 

development. That said, it had the effect of accelerating the 

implementation of legalization, as a regulatory agency with 

experience in managing a highly controlled market was readily 

available.

Confusing Laws 
Everywhere

As with most states that have legalized cannabis, the 

laws regulating cannabis can be opaque and are often under 

constant revision. If you’re not an attorney, making sense of 

what is allowed now versus what might be changed in the 

future (depending on the whim of the state’s legislature and 

the political climate) can be a major undertaking. It becomes 

even more of a challenge if you want to enter the business itself, 

with confusing and often conflicting requirements that appear 

to be, at times, randomly enforced depending on how local 

governments feels about cannabis in general.  In both states, 

proposed rule changes are posted nearly every month, and while 

many of those rule changes are enacted, some are left on the 

cutting room floor.  This leaves patients, health care providers, 

growers and retailers in limbo, often concerned that they might 

be sanctioned later for breaking some obscure “proposed” rule 

that hasn’t yet been published or clarified.  This is of particular 

concern to those who are growing their own plants, or those who 

are members of a growing cooperative. For those who need large 

amounts of raw material (such as patients who are being treated 

for cancer), the quantity of plants needed can be well in excess of 

what some ill-informed legislator or regulator might consider a 

“reasonable” amount.

As a general comparison, it is far easier to comprehend the 

rules around brewing one’s own beer than it is to determine 

how one becomes a medical cannabis patient, and subsequently 

how much cannabis one can possess, grow, or share. This is 

partly because cannabis is new ground for the state legislators, 

but also due to continued ignorance on the part of legislators 

about the science of cannabis. As a result, the rules tend to be 

a little uncertain and at least from a science-based perspective, 

somewhat pointless.

Oregon, in this regard, seems a lot less fearful about the 

consequences of a more relaxed set of rules (with some regional 

exceptions) than Washington.

In terms of being reasonably certain as to the rules, 

Washington is also a distant second to Oregon. Oregon’s 

legislature at least attempts to provide some tools to make it 

possible to discern the current state of affairs. There are not 

only clearly written question-and-answer documents, but there 

are tables of the various sections of the relevant laws with bill 

numbers and proposed changes listed next to each section. It’s a 

time-consuming process to go through all of this material, but at 

least the state attempts to lessen the burden, and everything is 

easily accessible on the Internet. There are even clear statements 

of what is required to get a medical usage card, what it costs, 

and what the physician must do. In contrast, Washington’s laws 

and proposed rules are a mishmash without any organization 

that could be reasonably interpreted by the average citizen. 

Upon first reading, the reaction many might have is that it will 

require the services of an attorney to give a reasonably clear 

summary of what is allowed. Washington does publish question-

and-answer documents, but all too frequently the answers 

consist of a short comment, followed with a link to the text of 

a nearly incomprehensible RCW (Revised Code of Washington), 

which itself may reference several other RCW sections. Software 

developers often refer to “spaghetti code”, which is a computer 

program that is tangled and difficult to follow with often 

unintended or unforeseen behavior. The Washington RCW for 

medical cannabis is “spaghetti legislation.”

The Basic Needs
Those of us who are medical cannabis users have a number 

of unique requirements. First, we need high-quality products 

which are consistently available, and which have known 
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characteristics. Like aspirin, one should always be able to find 

the same manufacturer’s product, and the ingredients should 

be consistent. Second, the cost has to be reasonable, which 

means that the taxes imposed on retail medical cannabis 

products should be lower than those imposed on recreational 

users (this includes taxes both at the retail level, and as part 

of the production chain). For many medical users who are 

on fixed incomes due to disability or age, excessive taxes can 

mean the difference between being able to afford treatment 

(since cannabis is not a medication that is normally covered by 

insurance) and being chronically ill (or in some cases, dying). 

Third, we need to be able to grow our own supply of cannabis 

if we can’t afford to purchase product, or if what we need isn’t 

readily available (the topic of the science of whole-plant versus 

single-compound medication and therefore the need for different 

strains is an entire discussion in itself). Fourth, we need the 

ability to join a cooperative growing operation or have someone 

designated as a supplier if we can’t grow anything ourselves due 

to housing restrictions or physical disability.

What Is Available
Given the requirements, it is useful to take a look what each 

state, in summary, makes available to the medical patient.  This 

is not an exhaustive exploration, and at this time, many of the 

laws – especially in Washington – are still in an uncertain state. 

However, for a person who is researching whether or not to live 

in Oregon or Washington as a medical patient, this is what the 

rules currently appear to be.

Medical Cards & Registration

Oregon:
In Oregon, one fills out an application for a medical 

registration card and pays annual fee, and one’s physician fills 

out a form specifying the condition being treated. Fees vary 

widely, depending on whether you are growing your own plants, 

growing plants for other people, and whether or not you are 

receiving Social Security or SNAP benefits, and whether you are 

a military veteran. A veteran growing his or her own plants, for 

example, pays $20.  An average citizen growing their own plants 

would pay $200. In Oregon, medical doctors licensed in the state 

of Oregon are the only kind of medical practitioner allowed 

to recommend the use of cannabis. This must be a general 

practitioner, not a naturopath, osteopath, physician’s assistant or 

nurse practitioner. 

Washington:
In Washington, the process of obtaining a medical 

authorization is more complex. The FAQ available on the 

Washington State website makes a brief description of the 

process, and then refers one to the actual law, which makes 

for difficult reading even after several cups of coffee and 

liberal use of a notepad. As with Oregon, you must obtain a 

written authorization from a doctor, but unlike Oregon your 

provider does not strictly have to be a general medical doctor. 

Naturopaths, osteopaths, physician’s assistants and registered 
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nurse practitioners may also provide authorization. While the 

choice of providers is greater than in Oregon, the provider has 

quite a laundry list of compliance rules to follow.  From the RCW 

as published on June 18, 2017, the provider must:

1. Have a documented relationship with the patient, as a 

principal care provider or aspecialist, relating to the diagnosis 

and ongoing treatment or monitoring of the patient’s terminal or 

debilitating medicalcondition;

2. Complete an in-person physical examination of the 

patient;

3. Document the terminal or debilitating medical condition of 

the patient in the patient’s medical record and that the patient 

may benefit from treatment of this condition or its symptoms 

with medical use of marijuana;

4. Inform the patient of other options for treating the 

terminal or debilitating medical condition and documenting 

in the patient’s medical record that the patient has received 

thisinformation;

5. Document in the patient’s medical record other measures 

attempted to treat the terminalor debilitating medical condition 

that do not involve the medical use of marijuana; 

6. Complete an authorization on forms developed by the 

department, in accordancewith subsection (3) of thissection.

Take a look in particular at item number 5: If this rule were 

ever litigated, the state could reasonably argue that unless the 

doctor tried all other options, the recommendation for medical 

cannabis was not legitimate. For people like myself who have 

bad reactions to typical methods of treatment (congestive heart 

failure from reactions to opiates), this could be a death sentence.

There are some other restrictions imposed on the physician 

as well, which have to do with combining businesses.  From the 

RCW:

A health care professional shall not:

1. Accept, solicit, or offer any form of pecuniary remuneration 

from or to a marijuana retailer, marijuana processor, or 

marijuana producer;

2. Offer a discount or any other thing of value to a qualifying 

patient who is a customer of, or agrees to be a customer of, a 

particular marijuana retailer;

3. Examine or offer to examine a patient for purposes of 

diagnosing a terminal or debilitating medical condition at a 

location where marijuana is produced, processed, or sold;

4. Have a business or practice which consists primarily of 

authorizing the medical use of marijuana or authorize the 

medical use of marijuana at any location other than his or her 

practice’s permanent physical location;

5. Except as provided in RCW 69.51A.280, sell, or provide at 

no charge, marijuana concentrates, marijuana-infused products, 

or usable [sic] marijuana to a qualifying patient or designated 

provider; or

6. Hold an economic interest in an enterprise that produces, 
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processes, or sells marijuana if the health care professional 

authorizes the medical use of marijuana.

In addition to the record keeping and physician requirements, 

Washington strictly limits the conditions that qualify for medical 

use of cannabis. Unfortunately, conditions such as PTSD are not 

considered as meeting those qualifications, despite the results of 

well-documented research in the field.

The state fees for a medical card in Washington are minimal; 

the state website states that there is a $1 fee for the production 

of the card itself. The state does not regulate what a physician 

or other health care provider charges to submit an application 

for you to obtain a card, and these fees will be determined by the 

provider.

Medical Cannabis Dispensaries

Oregon:
Medical cannabis dispensaries can supply cannabis only to 

registered medical cardholders. The state maintains a list of 

medical cannabis dispensaries, which is available on-line.

Washington:
Medical-only cannabis dispensaries no longer exist as of the 

summer of 2016. Instead, a retail cannabis operation can become 

“medically endorsed”, meaning that there is “trained staff” 

available to answer questions and provide advice.  There is a list 

of medically endorsed retail locations available on-line.

Home (Self) Grow

Oregon:
A patient may grow his or her own plants, or designate 

someone over the age of 21 as their grower. A patient may have 

up to six mature plants. However, thanks to recent legislation, 

Oregon growers must make sure that they are in compliance with 

– of all things – water usage laws.

Washington:
A patient with a valid medical card may grow up to six plants, 

and can grow as many as fifteen if authorized by their medical 

practitioner. A patient may have a designated grower to grow 

these plants, but that person cannot be the designated grower for 

any other person. A household may not have more than fifteen 

plants unless that household has registered as a cooperative.

Cooperative Growing

Oregon:
Subject to upcoming revisions, there is no “cooperative grow” 

provision in Oregon. Instead, a grower can be designated by a 

patient, and that grower can produce cannabis for a number of 

patients (subject to certain limits). One upcoming rule change 

allows the patient to compensate the grower for labor costs.

Washington:
There may be up to four patients or designated growers 

in a cooperative, with a maximum of sixty plants for all four 
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patients. Note that a residence may also be a cooperative if 

there are multiple patients in a family, but the residence must 

be able to meet the restrictions imposed for location and other 

requirements applied to a cooperative.  It’s unlikely that a 

majority of homes would qualify.

Taxes

Oregon:
Patients with valid medical cards can purchase cannabis 

products free of sales tax and use tax.

Washington:
Patients with valid medical cards can purchase certain 

cannabis products (up to certain limits) free of sales tax and use 

tax.

Possession Limits

Oregon:
Up to twenty-four ounces of usable cannabis at any given 

time.

Washington:
Washington has a rather detailed and specific set of 

possession limits. These are (according to RCW 69.51A.210):

Forty-eight ounces of marijuana-infused product in solid 

form; three ounces of usable marijuana; two hundred sixteen 

ounces of marijuana-infused product in liquid form; or twenty- 

one grams of marijuana concentrates. The qualifying patient or 

designated provider may also grow, in his or her domicile, up to 

six plants for the personal medical use of the qualifying patient 

and possess up to eight ounces of usable marijuana produced 

from his or her plants.

These amounts shall be specified on the recognition card that 

is issued to the qualifying patient or designated provider.

Affirmative Defense For DUI:
Cannabis has a far different intoxication profile than 

alcohol. Unfortunately, in most states where cannabis is legal, 

law enforcement has encouraged the use of a blood THC level 

as a way to define intoxication. This is both inaccurate and 

unscientific, as medical patients who are regular, heavy users of 

cannabis do not exhibit intoxication effects even at blood levels 

much higher than the DUI limits.

Oregon:
No special protections. Oregon uses a subjective field-

sobriety test to determine if a blood test is necessary to 

determine actual intoxication. Some actually prefer the blood-

level test, as it’s at least objective and not subject to abuse by law 

enforcement officials.

Washington:
There are no special protections according to the RCW.  The 
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wording of the law is as follows:

“No person shall be entitled to claim the protection 

from arrest and prosecution under RCW 69.51A.040 or the 

affirmative defense under RCW 69.51A.043 for engaging 

in the medical use of marijuana in a way that endangers 

the health or well-being of any person through the use of a 

motorized vehicle on a street, road, or highway, including 

violations of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, or equivalent local 

ordinances.”

Note also that in Washington, blood tests are far more 

frequently used by law enforcement.

Conclusion
When comparing legislation and implementation, Oregon 

is on the whole friendlier to the medical cannabis patient than 

Washington; Washington’s rules are chaotic and restrictive by 

comparison. This is ironic given Oregon’s reputation in some 

circles as a bastion of anti-business rules and overly high taxes. 

In the aspect of medical cannabis at least, Oregon has a much 

better grasp on how to serve its electorate than Washington does. 

This isn’t to say Oregon is perfect: As in Washington, medical 

patients can be shut out of the system by a lack of dispensaries 

(which is in turn a symptom of poorly designed and implemented 

rules) or they are marginalized thanks to the new medical 

dispensary rules, which can make the cost of doing business 

extremely high for larger dispensaries. However, at least there IS 

a medical dispensary system in Oregon.

One of the more economically illiterate ideas enshrined in the 

Washington rules is the concept of a “medically endorsed” retail 

location. Patients often require obscure or low-volume product 

which is oriented towards providing a medical benefit rather 

than intoxication. However, retail operations are in business to 

make a profit, and low-volume products with low margins that 

don’t provide an intoxicating effect are unlikely to be made 

available as a result.  The net effect is that patients cannot get 

the types of cannabis products required for treatment, which 

moots the entire point of a medical cannabis program. Medical 

cannabis in Washington is as attractive to some retailers as non-

alcoholic wine is to some liquor retailers – that is, not at all.

Another troubling aspect of Washington’s laws is that new 

qualifying conditions cannot be added through a petition 

process. Instead, the legislature must add them as part of the 

law. This means that any expansion of the list will require years 

to obtain, and that expansion is subject to the whims of the 
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legislature.  The repercussions of such legislative arrangements 

are starkly demonstrated by the recent push for legalization 

in Texas, where a majority of the legislators and the public 

supported medical cannabis in the most recent legislative 

session. However, since the chairman of the calendar committee 

was not a supporter, the bills submitted never made it to the 

floor for a vote. Unlike Washington, the citizens of Texas do not 

enjoy the ability to create legislation by initiative or proposition, 

leaving them without a way to move the process forward.

However, the most disquieting aspect of Washington’s 

medical cannabis access system is not the disorganization and 

the appearance of conflicting or incomprehensible rules, but 

rather the apparent disregard for the needs of patients and their 

suppliers by state regulators.  Stories of corruption, graft and 

incompetence abound.  This is in contrast to Oregon, where rule 

making and enforcement, though not perfect, appears to be more 

transparent than Washington. Washington State bureaucracies 

are being sued by former dispensary owners over the apparently 

arbitrary granting of licenses to those who have no experience 

in providing cannabis to medical patients, but who can afford 

the stiff application and license fees. In short, it is money that 

commands attention rather than professional knowledge and a 

willingness to help patients become well.  State legislators are 

not unaware of this, but perhaps they need to be better informed 

and given a greater sense of urgency, and that’s where all of us 

can make a difference.

While our family is grateful to have found a place to live 

where we can be treated for our chronic illnesses, we believe 

there is much to be done in creating an economically viable, yet 

patient- friendly medical cannabis program within Washington.  

To that end, I would encourage all readers to get politically 

active, and start participating in the process of getting the 

laws changed. Vote. Show up at city council meetings. Write 

letters. Call the offices of your elected officials and make 

your preferences (politely) known. Visit your legislator and 

develop a relationship with them. You may not agree with your 

representatives and senators in all matters, but they are your 

contact with state government.  Patience, persuasion and a 

diplomatic approach can gain a great deal; passion doesn’t have 

to be confrontational. You may find that your legislator is merely 

misinformed or lacking the information necessary to understand 

the plight of the medical cannabis user. If that is in fact true, you 

can educate them and open their eyes, and as a result, make life 

a little better for everyone. That, in the final analysis, is what 

cannabis legalization is really all about.
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$850,000

Country Cannabis Living 
Western Washington

FOR SALE BY OWNER
3 BEDROOM - 2 FULL BATHROOM - FRONT AND BACK DECKS ON 2.25 

ACRE MINI FARM - FENCED & CROSS FENCED - FULL TWO BAY FAB SHOP 
FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE AND FABRICATION NEEDS - FOUR STALL 
BARN - TURN KEY, TIER 1 GROW-OP FOR GROWING YOUR FAMILY’S 

CANNABIS MEDICINE OR FOR STARTING A 502 BUSINESS. 
FOR PICTURES OF GROW-OP, FAB SHOP OR OTHER DETAILS

CONTACT ADMIN@EMMMAG.COM FOR MORE DETAILS. 
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Why is New York’s 
Medical Marijuana Program 

Already Burning Out?

Projected Success for 
Medical Marijuana 
Programs

When Colorado reported booming monetary 

success for its medical marijuana program, we 

all presumed that a medical marijuana program 

would be a hit success in other states.  After all, Colorado 

confirmed with a study that it generated major tax revenue.  The 

study was conducted by the University of Denver economics 

professor Jack Strauss, who took a look at two of Colorado’s local 

dispensaries.  In the study, it was discovered that Evergreen 

Apothecary and Colorado Harvest Company pay roughly 10 times 

the amount of taxes that an average restaurant, or retail store, 

in the city pays.  The study also approximated sales for both the 

stores at $11.2 million, and postulated that these businesses will 

pay nearly $1.5 million in state and local taxes.  So what’s not to 

love, right?  And why hasn’t New York been able to replicate this 

kind of success?  Why has New York been, in fact, crashing and 

burning with its medical marijuana program?

Restrictions, Restrictions, 
Restrictions

When the New York medical marijuana program was in its 

earlier stages last year, the state health commissioner declared 

it a success.  Currently, that couldn’t be further from the truth.  

And as it turns out, the reason why New York’s program hasn’t 

been so much of a success is its surprisingly restricted access.  

New York restricts the conditions upon which a person can 

be prescribed medical cannabis, more than other states.  Up 

until very recently, the conditions that could earn you medical 

marijuana prescriptions included only Cancer, ALS, epilepsy, 

HIV/AIDS, Huntington’s Disease, IBS, Parkinson’s, Multiple 

Sclerosis, Neuropathy and spinal cord damage [Barry Bard, New 

York’s Medical Marijuana Businesses Are Failing. Marijuana.com. 

Published on March 14th, 2017]  Even though this might appear 

to be a decent enough list, it’s missing a key condition that a very 

large number of medical marijuana users suffer with: chronic 

pain.  Luckily, New York is finally doing something about this.  

Chronic pain is to be added to the list later this year.  “Improving 

patient access to the medical marijuana program is a top priority 
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for DOH,” the department said in a statement to The Cannabist. 

[Michael O’Keeffe. New York medical marijuana program 

improving, but will it ever reach full potential? The Cannabist. 

Published on January 20, 2017]  This is expected by many to 

bolster the crumbling dispensaries that are currently spending 

more than they make. 

But there’s a second problem that makes people view the 

DOH’s move as somewhat half-baked.  Kate Bell, legislative 

counsel for the Marijuana Policy Project, is among those critics.  

The proposal to add chronic pain will only allow medical 

professionals to recommend cannabis if all other options, 

basically opioids, have failed.  People looking to forego going 

through messy painkiller addiction or withdrawal altogether 

are in a tough spot.  Quite understandably, they’re more likely 

to turn to the black market instead since it is less of a hassle, 

even though doing so wouldn’t be exactly safe either.  Illicitly 

grown cannabis could have potential mold or pesticide risks that 

regulated cannabis wouldn’t.   “New York adding chronic pain 

is somewhat misleading,” Kate Bell said. “What they are really 

saying is ‘We are going to let some people with chronic pain use 

medical marijuana.’” 

The other problem is with patient ability to connect with 

licensed medical marijuana doctors and personnel.  Even though 

there are 800-plus practitioners, there isn’t a public listing.  

There is a private list provided by the state, if you log into the 

state’s Health Commerce System.  Other patients have resorted 

to using the website MarijuanaDoctors.com.

Finally, what a lot of it comes to is a bad supply and demand 

model.  The supply is high but the demand is low.  Some of 

this is due to expense.  A vape cartridge that might go for $35 

in Colorado is running around $100 in New York.  And we all 

know New York is already an expensive place to live.  Perhaps, 

with those kinds of prices, medical marijuana is seen as a luxury 

medication.  Even though, for many, it is an absolute necessity.

How Bad is Business?
So far, you’ve heard all about why it’s so bad.  But how bad 

is it?  The industry was preparing for an estimate of 200,000 

patients to start with. [Tom Precious, Medical marijuana business 

in New York is a bust so far. The Buffalo News. Published on 

March 12, 2017].  However, a mere 14,000 patients have enrolled 

in the program to buy from any number of the 20 licensed 

dispensaries around the state.  And sometimes these dispensaries 

are in clusters and not conveniently located for the patients.  

This disarray in the numbers is a huge blunder for business, since 

getting into the cannabis business can be a huge investment.  

Back in 2015 when Hawaii was looking at dispensary applicants, 

experts cautioned that it can take $3 to $5 million just to run a 

dispensary.  [Lorin Eleni Gill, Potential Hawaii medical marijuana 

dispensary license applicants map strategies. Pacific Business 

News. Published on July 17, 2015] That’s not including the 

licensing expenses, which are also outrageous, costing hundreds 

of thousands. 

“The five companies now producing medical marijuana 

have cut production or are sitting on huge stockpiles.  At 

PharmaCannis, $40 million worth of cannabis sits in a vault 

waiting to be processed into its final form while three-quarters 

of a metric ton of cannabis hang on wires in drying rooms 

waiting to be processed. Production is running at 10 percent 

capacity after cutting production in half because inventory was 

backing up.” ----The Buffalo News 

One licensee has already been forced to sell the business 

and license to a California entity.  It is uncertain how well the 

other ones will be able to sustain this bleak market.  If it is to 

turn around then New York will need to see an easing of the 

restrictions on chronic pain users, more medical professionals 

on board and signed up to offer prescriptions, lower prices on 

the product, and better ease of access.  Hopefully, the New York 

medical marijuana program will be able to weather this storm. 
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Washington State Threw Away the 
Baby with the Bathwater

By Allison Bigelow

Photos Courtesy of Allison Bigelow

seizures, muscle spasms, and/or spasticity. Half of the patients 

identified more than one qualifying condition. Of importance 

to note is that one grower had 71 different patients choose and 

access his medicine.

In 2010, I traveled to California for a conference where 

one of the panels’ topics was on CBD. At the end, I introduced 

myself to Lawrence Ringo, the California cannabis breeder who 

discovered that many of his strains where high in CBD. He had 

no idea, never having it analytically tested, he had only used 

his own opinion of what he liked, what worked for his back pain 

but didn’t make him feel lethargic. He started a company called 

SoHum seeds (Southern Humboldt Seeds). The terpenes in the 

plants that these seeds make are amazing! I bought a huge batch 

of Sour Tsunami, Canna-Tsu, and Harle-Tsu seeds and gave 

them to our collectives breeder. The strains were not stable, 

producing plants that tested with a wide variety of THC and CBD 

percentages. Few of them in the numbers we were looking for, 

but there were some keepers. We maintained a house for these 

genetics and bred them for six years until the state legislature 

changed the laws pertaining to collective gardening, and made 

our collective illegal. Our expenses to do this breeding was our 

rent of $2000.00/month, plus our electric bill of $1000.00/month, 

our soil and fertilizer, new light bulbs about $1000.00/month, 

and our analytical testing of 50 plants a month at $70.00 per test 

costing $3500/month.

We easily invested $40,000.00 a year into this house growing 

these genetics. Meanwhile, our collective had lowered the price 

of all our medicine and developed innovative ways of providing 

medicine, like Full Extract Cannabis Oil (FECO), tinctures, 

Washington state legalized medical marijuana 

in 1998. There were 18 years of unregulated 

production and providing for our state’s patients 

without any major problems. That was before our states’ 

legislature changed the law to virtually end it. Our law previously 

allowed patients to form together in collectives to share the 

expenses. At first, these were buyers’ clubs, where marijuana 

was purchased in bulk from “Ma and Pa” grows, but as time 

passed some patients began growing for collectives as well. This 

allowed for the price of medical marijuana to drop, as patients 

who truly followed the law shared the expenses of producing and 

maintaining the supply for the collective. For patients, prices 

went from about $380.00 an ounce in 1998 to $200.00 an ounce 

by 2008.

In 2008, our collective participated in a medical geographic 

survey of our patients that was conducted by Sunil Aggarwal. 

He used the information when writing his doctoral thesis. One 

of our collectives gardens produced and delivered 32 ounces 

of the strain Plum to the clinic. Sunil then surveyed all of the 

patients that chose the Plum strain and agreed to participate 

in the survey. 71 different patients chose Plum over the other 

strains available that day, and of those, 37 agreed to be surveyed. 

The patients that participated; four (10.8%) had cancer, six 

(16.2%) had HIV, six (16.2%) had multiple sclerosis, three 

(8.1%) had epilepsy or other seizure disorder, eight (21.6%) had 

spasticity disorder, 16 (43.2%) had intractable pain, two (5.4%) 

had glaucoma, one (2.7%) had Crohn’s disease, four (10.8%) 

had hepatitis C, and 14 (37.8%) had any other disease, including 

anorexia, resulting in nausea, vomiting, appetite loss, cramping, 
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lotions, and edibles. We also provided medicine free to some of 

the patients. Our oils made tumors shrink. Strong topicals were 

showing promise on pain as well as skin disorders, like shingles 

and MRSA. Our CBD was being made into a tincture that would 

make one autistic teenager claim “without cannabis it’s like 

both sides of my brain are unable to communicate, but with 

cannabis it’s like a bridge goes down and things work better.” 

Patients were not only finding relief, they were finding healing. 

What makes the difference? Being able to have enough quantity 

to adequately heal yourself. That is why home growing and 

collective gardens are so important, they keep the costs down so 

patients can afford the amount of medicine they are in need of.

FECO is an extraction made of the whole cannabis plant 

with food grade alcohol. The pasty green substance is eaten or 

dissolved in the mouth. Many people report that their cancer 

has disappeared after a 60 day or longer course of treatment of 1 

gram of oil a day. Different cancers respond to various ratios of 

THC and CBD, so more research is critical to decide which is right 

for you. Seizures can also be ameliorated with this oil. It is useful 

for many other health conditions as well.

When making FECO you can expect about 4 to 5 grams of oil 

from each ounce of flower. For a person to do a 60 day course of 

treatment of one gram a day it would take about 14 to 15 ounces. 

At our collective it was available for 

$15.00 per gram. Now in Washington 

when a patient wants to go into a 

store and buy it they have to go to 

the legal recreational stores where, 

if you do find it, prices range from 

$30.00 to $50.00 per gram. 

Today our law limits collective 

gardens to 4 people. That limit 

creates a financial burden on those patients most in need 

of someone compassionately growing for them. Collectives 

are supposed to be located in one of the collective member’s 

domicile. The other members must provide assistance in 

growing plants. A monetary contribution or donation is not to be 

considered assistance. Participants must provide non-monetary 

resources and labor in order to participate. The homeowner 

would not legally be allowed to ask the other members for help 

with the rent or the electricity as collectives have been allowed 

in the past. Even if they did share the expenses as true collectives 

used to do, with only 4 people you would have to pay at least 

$700.00 for your fourth of the bills, and not many patients can 

afford to pay $700.00 per month for their cannabis medicine. 

That is why larger collectives, truly sharing the expenses is the 

best option for patients to get the best medicine at the best price 

possible.

When the people of our state legalized recreational marijuana 

in 2012, we were told it would not affect medical at all. Our 

legislature, led by the influential lobbyists of the legal producers, 

processors, and retailers have changed the law so drastically 

that the collective I have worked so hard for has had to close. 

Production licenses were only offered to those that wanted to 

grow for recreational.

We were in good faith acting as legally as possible, sharing 

our expenses of the cost of medicine, not advertising. Our 

collective never saved up money because we would lower the 

price or give away more whenever we could.

Washington state threw away the baby with the bathwater! 

There were many other similar collectives in WA state as well. 

People just sharing expenses to get the best quality for the best 

price. People that know marijuana 

is a great medicine because they 

have seen it heal many various 

conditions, or at least help them in 

some way. These people are citizens 

of our state that have each put forth 

effort, time, and money to heal other 

Washington citizens. These people 

often developed products that were 

known in the medical community by name, but many of those 

citizens have been excluded from the opportunity that others 

are now able to embrace. Being in the forefront of bringing new 

products into the market should be open to all WA state citizens, 

especially those who have spent so much time, in the face of 

federal prohibition, following the state law in good faith and 

healing fellow citizens.
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As cannabis dispensaries gear up for business 

in the state of Hawaii, the number of gun 

permit denials is increasing. In particular, the 

state is denying rights to anyone registered as a medical 

marijuana patient. 

Although some may consider this as an infringement of 

rights, others consider this a safeguard - a way to protect citizens 

and society from the gun violence currently plaguing our nation. 

Perhaps it would be best to let the statistics speak for themselves. 

Hawaii’s Gun Laws and 
Gun Violence Statistics

In the debate on gun ownership, Hawaii seems to be the 

gun utopia everyone wants, featuring things that would make 

everyone on the political spectrum happy. The gun restrictions 

and laws are strict, yet lots of people have guns, and gun violence 

is exceptionally low.

If you visit Hawaii Rifle Association’s site, you will notice 

that many precautions are taken in regards to guns. To acquire 

a firearm within the state, you must be at least 21 years of 

age, be fingerprinted and photographed, and obtain a criminal 

background check. You must also release your medical history 

via a licensed doctor. The licensed doctor will need to provide 

information about your mental health and any psychiatric 

diagnoses, and they must disclose if you are continually affected 

by anything that might hinder your ability to own, use, or operate 

a firearm safely. For example, a record of drunk driving, domestic 

violence, or drug and alcohol addiction can bar you from owning 

a firearm. 

If you do acquire a firearm, you have five days to register it 

with the chief of police. When you travel with your firearm(s) in 

the car, they must be unloaded in transport; you may go directly 

from your home to a gun range, hunting location, weapons class, 

meeting or show, the police station, or firearms dealer. Also, not 

to mention, to obtain a license for hunting, a hunter education 

course is required. There are many more laws, but you get the 

picture.   

Even with all these regulations, gun culture in Hawaii is 

alive and well. In fact, an article from Civil Beat indicates that 

“A total of 420,409 firearms were registered in the state from 

2000 to 2014. And that’s on top of the 1 million firearms that 

were already in the state, according to an estimate by the Hawaii 

Attorney General’s office and the Honolulu Police Department in 

Hawaii, Guns, and Medical Marijuana
Why Hawaii is Restricting Gun 
Ownership for MMJ Patients

By Vanessa Benoit
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the late 1990s.” [Riker, M. 2015]

The Attorney General claims that there may be more firearms 

than people in Hawaii, but it’s worth noting that people often 

register more than one gun under the same permit. A lack of 

tracking for guns that transfer in or out of the state also makes 

it almost impossible to determine the exact number of guns 

present at any one time. However, residents of Hawaii can 

confirm that there is a thriving hunting culture; usually a typical 

local knows someone who hunts by either 1 or 2 degrees of 

separation. 

Interestingly enough, Hawaii also has one of the lowest 

gun death rates in the nation, KHON 2 reported in 2015. “State 

gun death rates are calculated by dividing the number of gun 

deaths by the total state population and multiplying the result 

by 100,000 to obtain the rate per 100,000, which is the standard 

and accepted method for comparing fatal levels of gun violence.” 

Using this method, it was found that Hawaii had a gun violence 

death rate of 9.7%. Comparably, Wyoming had a rate of 62.8%. 

[Violence Policy Center, 2015]

A Closer Look at the Gun 
Permit Denials for MMJ 
Patients

Refusal of gun ownership to those with a medical marijuana 

status is arguably an example of the federal law infringing upon 

states. However, federal law states: “It shall be unlawful for any 

person to sell or otherwise dispose of any firearm or ammunition 

to any person knowing or having reasonable cause to believe 

that such person….is an unlawful user of or addicted to any 

controlled substance (as defined in section 102 of the Controlled 

Substances Act).” 

Quite simply, cannabis (in any form) is still considered a 

Schedule I drug, and thus it is a controlled substance. In 2016, 

an appeals court backed a lower district court’s dismissal of a 

complaint from a Nevada woman. She was trying to purchase 

a handgun in 2011 but was denied because she was a medical 

marijuana card holder. She argued that it was a violation of her 

second amendment rights but ultimately lost her case. [Wilson 

vs. Lynch, 2016]

They went on to say that, if she had owned and registered 

firearms before getting her medical marijuana card, she could 

still use said firearms to protect herself and her home in the 

event of an attack. It’s also worth noting that several sleeping 

pills and anti-anxiety medications are controlled substances, and 

instances of people losing their firearms for these substances 

have happened as well. 

What’s puzzling is that the appeals court claimed: “The 

Government argues that empirical data and legislative 

determinations support a strong link between drug use and 

violence. As to the first, studies and surveys relied on in similar 

cases suggest a significant link between drug use, including 

marijuana use, and violence.” But this is based on correlations 

found in data, and due diligence has not been done to determine 

or separate correlation from causation. For example, a violent 

criminal who likely dabbles in drugs probably also dabbles in 

marijuana - but this does not mean that marijuana is the cause of 

violence. 

Meanwhile, in Hawaii, a report from the attorney general’s 

office shows a rise in gun permit denials. Out of the 328 firearms 

permits rejected in the state in 2016, 42 were denied due to the 

applicant’s’ enrollment in the state’s medical cannabis program. 

Overall, the number of patients with medical marijuana cards has 

increased, so it is thought that this is the primary factor for the 

increase in denials.     

Going forward, it is hard to say whether this legislation will 

change. It is possible that, if cannabis is ever removed from 

its Schedule I classification, we might see studies that deem it 

safe for people who are medical marijuana patients to purchase 

firearms. But we can expect that there would probably be limits 

based on the person’s average THC use or levels. Local Hawaii 

representatives and senators on both Maui and O’ahu were 

contacted for comments but were unresponsive. The NRA was 

also contacted but did not respond to e-mail or phone calls.
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Mexico Gets on Board with 
Legalized Medical Marijuana

By Margot Carmichael

regulated, legalized and supervised use, and can open up a new 

front for authorities to combat addictions and the violence that 

arises from the illicit activities of drug growing, trafficking, and 

consumption.” (Worley, 2017)

The bill will now move on to President Enrique Pena Nieto, 

who is fully expected to sign it and officially legalize the use of 

medical marijuana throughout Mexico.

Pena Nieto has made it clear that he believes Mexico and the 

United States should maintain similar policies when it comes to 

marijuana legislation. With 28 U.S. states now allowing the legal 

use of medical marijuana, it’s the perfect time for Mexico to re-

evaluate their stance on medical marijuana laws.

Understanding Mexico’s 
Medical Marijuana Bill 

As Mexico moves forward with the legalization of medical 

marijuana, it’s important that patients and caretakers 

Mexico is no stranger to the illegal drug 

business. 

With over 100,000 drug-related deaths since 

2006, the country is plagued by excessive violence and crime due 

to the far-reaching reign of the drug cartels. (Livni, 2016)

 However, it appears that change may be on the horizon, 

thanks to the overwhelmingly positive response to a bill 

proposing the legalization of medical marijuana.

Five months after the bill’s approval from Mexico’s upper 

House of Congress, the Senate, , the lower House, the Chamber of 

Deputies, has followed suit.

 With an overwhelming 371 votes for the bill, it appears that 

the Mexican government has finally recognized the urgent need 

for change when it comes to governing the country’s war on 

drugs. (Worley, 2017)

Representative Arturo Alvarez of the Green Party says, “This 

is a step in the right direction of exploring new alternatives of 
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understand the various regulations specified in the recently 

passed bill.

 Ultimately, it will allow the cultivation and sale of 

cannabis plants for medical and scientific purposes. More 

specifically, the bill classifies a component found in cannabis, 

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the main psychoactive element, as 

a “therapeutic” ingredient. 

The lower House released an official statement on their 

website, offering an overview of the marijuana bill, saying, 

“The ruling eliminates the prohibition and criminalization of 

acts related to the medicinal use of marijuana and its scientific 

research, and those relating to the production and distribution of 

the plant for these purposes.” (King, 2017)

The bill will also allow industrial products with a 

concentration of THC of 1 percent (or less) to be bought, sold, 

imported, and exported. (King, 2017)

Interestingly enough, the bill does not allow smoking 

marijuana, but rather advises Mexico’s Health Ministry to “design 

public policies to regulate the medicinal use of this plant and its 

derivatives,” according to a statement released by the Senate. 

(The Associated Press, 2017)

It seems that Mexico’s Health Ministry will play a significant 

role in the process of legalizing medical marijuana, as the bill 

authorizes the Ministry to design regulations for the use, import, 

and production of all cannabis-based pharmaceutical products.

Furthermore, the bill specifies that patients and their 

guardians are strictly forbidden from growing or cultivating 

cannabis. The production of any and all cannabis products must 

be left entirely up to national medical authorities.

The Effect on the 
Mexican Economy

The legalization of medical marijuana in Mexico has 

marijuana investors seeing green – and it’s not just because of 

those brightly colored cannabis plants.

It’s because of the cold, hard cash that’s expected to come 

pouring in with the legalization of medical marijuana, not only 

for medical cannabis investors but also for the economy, as a 

whole.

The legal production and sale of marijuana, both medical 

and recreational, has become an incredibly lucrative business in 

both the United States and Canada, leaving many hoping that a 

similar economic situation will result in Mexico.

For example, Colorado, one of the first states to create a fully 

legal cannabis industry, enjoyed a $2.4 billion dollar boost to 

their economy and the production of close to 20,000 jobs in 2015, 

according to the Marijuana Policy Group. (Pyke, 2016)

California is another prime example of how lucrative the 

legalization of medical marijuana can be, with over $2.7 billion 

dollars of medical marijuana sales in 2015. 

And with the recent legalization of recreational marijuana 

in California, the state anticipates seeing a $6.45 billion-dollar 

economy boost by 2020, thanks to both medical and recreational 

marijuana sales and tax revenues. That estimate doesn’t even 

account for the anticipated money saved with the reduction 

in criminal justice costs, now that legalization has occurred. 

(Gilbert, 2016)

So, what can we take 
away from these 
numbers?

The legal production and sale of medical marijuana means 

more money for everyone involved. 

And while it’s impossible to know exactly how much Mexico’s 

economy will benefit from the legalization of medical marijuana, 

several factors will play significant roles.

First and foremost, taxes. The tax revenues gained from 

medical marijuana sales have the ability to directly boost the 

Mexican economy without raising taxes for the general public.

Secondly, decreased government spending. Mexico has spent 
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an estimated $54 billion dollars since 2007 in their fight against 

the war on drugs. And while legalizing medical marijuana won’t 

eliminate these costs entirely, it could certainly reduce them.

Third, legalizing medical marijuana may potentially 

reduce drug cartel revenues while simultaneously putting the 

profits back into the hands of legitimate business owners and 

contributing members of society, who then put that money back 

into the economy.

And finally, job creation. An increase in jobs means a 

sturdier economy, overall. With the production and sale of 

medical marijuana comes a variety of new job opportunities, 

like horticulturists for cultivating plants, lab workers for testing 

the safety of marijuana products, and employees for running 

dispensaries.

All these factors, plus the economic growth that various U.S. 

states have already experienced, all points to a positive outlook 

for the Mexican economy, thanks to the legalization of medical 

marijuana. 

Is Legalizing MMJ in 
Mexico Bad News for the 
Mexican Drug Cartels?

It’s undeniable that medical marijuana reform in the United 

States has affected marijuana revenues for the Mexican cartels, 

but the exact impact of legal medical marijuana on their home 

turf is largely unknown.

Cartel revenue has taken a hit since medical marijuana reform 

in the U.S. because most of the marijuana grown in Mexico is 

produced for exportation, with much of sent to the United States. 

However, since medical (and recreational) marijuana has become 

legal in much of the U.S., the demand for Mexican marijuana 

north of the border has dropped drastically. 

The US Border Patrol reports that marijuana seizures at the 

border dropped nearly 24% once US states began legalizing 

medical marijuana, indicating a significant decrease in the 

amount of marijuana being smuggled into the states.

After all, how can the Mexican cartel compete with the 

expansive and fully legal marijuana industry that the United 

States is experiencing? 

U.S. states that have legalized medical and recreational 

marijuana offer marijuana users a superior product that’s both 

affordable and legal, not to mention, convenient – all things that 

the cartel simply cannot provide.

John Walsh, a senior associate at the Washington Office on 

Latin America, a human rights group, says, “In the long run, as 

the U.S. legalizes marijuana, Mexico is going to have a tough 

time competing with lawful American suppliers. That doesn’t 

mean they won’t have a business plan; it’s just that marijuana 

will be removed from it.” (Malkin, Ahmed, 2015)

Which brings us back to the question, if the legalization of 

medical marijuana in the U.S. is impacting cartel revenues this 

much, what will happen when medical marijuana becomes legal 

in Mexico?

Unfortunately, nothing good.

Seeing as how the Mexican cartels have established 

themselves as prominent organizations within the country for 

decades, it is unlikely that they’ll simply retreat and find another 

line of work when their marijuana sales dry up.

The more likely scenario is that the cartels will ramp up 

their involvement in other illegal activities, such as heroin and 

methamphetamine sales, human trafficking, and extortion.

Though some government officials in Mexico have expressed 

hope that legalizing medical marijuana will help decrease cartel 

activity, most people believe this is merely wishful thinking. 

Law professor and anti-drug advocate Samuel González 

says, “I do not share the simplistic idea that the legalization of 

drugs will end violence and organized crime.” Rather, González 

supports fighting against impunity and corruption among police 

to reduce violence throughout the country. (Savoy, 2017)

The legalization of medical marijuana in Mexico may cause 

the basic infrastructure of the Mexican cartels to shift in focus, 

but just as they have done for decades, the cartels will evolve and 
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cartel activity will persist, regardless of medical cannabis reform 

in Mexico or elsewhere.

Mexico and Legal MMJ is 
a Good Thing

Many people stand to benefit from the upcoming legalization 

of medical marijuana in Mexico, on both sides of the border.

First and foremost, patients in Mexico will most likely 

experience a better quality of life, thanks to medical marijuana 

treatment. The passing of this bill is a life-changing event for 

thousands of patients who have been seeking legal medical 

marijuana treatment for years. 

Aside from the patients, the Mexican economy, marijuana 

investors, and businesses on both sides of the border stand to 

make incredible profits, due to the reform in Mexico.

U.S.-based cannabis organizations will also see an increase in 

sales, as the legalization of medical marijuana in Mexico offers 

another avenue for legally selling products outside of the 28 U.S. 

states. Stuart Titus, Medical Marijuana’s chief executive, says 

that Mexico represents a “$1 billion to $2 billion opportunity” 

in terms of collective revenue over the next ten years. (Williams, 

2017)

Overall, the legalization of medical marijuana in Mexico 

stands to benefit many and can be viewed as a big win for all 

those who support of marijuana reform.
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Canada’s Decision to Legalize 
Recreational Cannabis 

Places Them Center Stage in World News
By Vanessa Benoit

Once a country only talked about for 

its “bacon,” Canada is no longer the 

neutral country intent on staying out of 

controversial affairs. In fact, Prime Minister Trudeau 

appears to be in the habit of taking stances that land 

Canada in the hands of journalists across the globe. Most 

recently, they were covered by the New York Times, who 

reported that Canada plans to completely decriminalize 

the recreational use of cannabis. The bill is fully expected 

to pass and when it does, Canada will be the second 

country, behind Uruguay, to fully legalize cannabis as a 

consumer product, much like alcohol and cigarettes.

The country already has a medical marijuana system in place. 

But there are obstacles that can prevent patients from getting 

their hands on their medication. Arguably, this bill should create 

greater ease for them.

Bill Blair, a former Toronto police chief, is Trudeau’s 

appointed lawmaker in charge of managing the new legislation.  

At a news conference, he stated that legal sales would hopefully 

begin by the middle of 2018.  “Criminal prohibition has failed to 

protect our kids and our communities,” he said.  He also stated 

“It is not our intent to promote the use of this drug . . . Too many 

of our kids currently have access to cannabis.” [Ian Austen, 

Trudeau Unveils Bill Legalizing Recreational Marijuana in 

Canada. New York Times. Published April 13,2017]. It is evident 

that Canada is seeing “the War on Drugs” as a failed experiment.     

Changes to Expect
There’s a list of things we can expect from this new 

legalization:

• The federal government will license and regulate 

cannabis growers.

• Canada’s provinces must decide on their own how 

the drug can be sold and distributed within their own 

provinces. 

• Marijuana equivalents of breathalyzers will be developed 

and implemented to ensure drivers aren’t driving under 

the influence.      

• Purchasers must be at least 18 years old, although 

different provinces are allowed to set higher age 

minimums.  Many medical experts advise against using 

recreational cannabis under the age of 25. 

• A person may only carry a maximum of 30 grams 

(roughly an ounce) at any one time.

• Households can grow up to 4 marijuana plants.

• Producing and distributing marijuana outside of 

government regulation will be considered a criminal 

offense.
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New Testing Laws
Details on how marijuana will be handled in the workplace 

and behind the wheel still need to be ironed out. For example, 

it is still unclear what level of THC is considered too much for 

a person to drive or operate machinery without impairment.  

But several police forces are already testing two different types 

of screening devices that can detect THC, among other drugs, 

in saliva.  There’s also a problem with the shortage of officers 

trained by a Drug Recognition Expert or DRE.  It is estimated 

that between 1,800 and 2,000 DRE officers are needed for this 

upcoming legislation, but Canada has fewer than 600.  [Joanne 

Laucius. With marijuana legalization, a new problem sprouts: 

How to test for high drivers. Ottawa Citizen. Published February 

4, 2017] 

In the workplace, it is clear that special accommodations 

will be needed for those who are using marijuana medically and 

those accommodations likely won’t apply to those who use it 

recreationally.  As policies for workplace drug testing are being 

ironed out, Labour Minister Patricia Hadju has said that the 

government is working closely with provinces to “come up with a 

framework that will address substance abuse at work.”  But so far, 

that discussion has been very broad.  Meanwhile, a Calgary-based 

oil-and-gas safety group, Enform, wants there to be a prohibition 

of marijuana use on the job for employees in safety-sensitive 

workplaces.  They also want there to be a predetermined period 

that a person must be sober before showing up on the job.  And 

lastly, Enform is calling for an expert panel that can examine 

and determine effective ways to measure marijuana impairment.  

[Dean Beeby. Employers want Ottawa’s help to deal with 

marijuana-smoking workers. CBC News. Published on March 

15,2017]      

Pesticides
Pesticide regulation is also seeing an upgrade in Canada, 

at least for medicinal cannabis.  It used to be that medical 

marijuana growers only had their crop tested for heavy metals, 

mold, and harmful bacteria; they were expected to regulate and 

maintain themselves in their pesticide use.  But Health Canada, 

which oversees 43 different producers of medicinal cannabis, is 
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now going to require pesticide testing. That requirement started 

after a plant from Peace Naturals Project Inc. tested positive for 

a pesticide ingredient that is not approved for use on cannabis.  

Health Canada says that this is necessary to “ensure that 

Canadians can continue to have confidence in obtaining safe, 

quality-controlled medical cannabis.”  

A handful of class-action lawsuits are underway for patients 

who fell ill from tainted marijuana.  There are only 17 pesticides 

sanctioned for use on any cannabis crop.  Health Canada wants 

to ensure that all producers are complying with that approved 

list, even if tainted marijuana was due to an accident of cross-

contamination.  [Jacquie Miller. Health Canada orders medical 

marijuana growers to test for banned pesticides. Ottawa Sun. 

Published on May 6, 2017]     

Patient Access
Patient access will be considerably increased since there 

will be a higher volume of local cannabis distributors.  However, 

considering that medical patients are often looking for a specific 

strain or THC to CBD ratio, they might end up wanting to stick 

with distributors that are growing cannabis with medical patient 

needs in mind.  It is unlikely that edibles will be available 

commercially but you are permitted to make them within your 

home.  And if a regulated retailer is not within your province, you 

will be able to order online, from federally licensed producers, 

and have your product delivered safely to your residence.  All 

things considered, we can probably expect to see a mixture 

of recreational users as well as medicinal users showing up in 

the door of these new retailers.  And the ability to shop online 

should considerably increase patient access. [Tania Kohut. Here’s 

how you will buy pot once it’s legalized in Canada. Global News. 

Published on April 13, 2017]    

It Will Be Fascinating for 
the World to Watch…

Considering that Canada is breaking some new ground for 

legalized cannabis, they will likely set the stage for the do’s and 

don’ts that other countries will want to adopt, should they also 

decide to legalize marijuana as a consumer good.  Politicians and 

activists alike will want to watch closely to see where Canada 

comes up short and where it excels, as this new legislation comes 

to pass. Fortunately, a lot of the important concerns with legal 

marijuana are already being discussed and addressed ahead of 

time.
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We deal in all the major brands 
of cannabis trimming machines 

CASEY@GREENHARVESTSUPPLY.COM

WWW.GREENHARVESTSUPPLY.COM

AUTOMATED TRIMMING MACHINES

WE OFFER:
SALES

RENTALS 
& REPAIR

HIPPIES CAN’T TRIM CHEAPER

437 NE LLOYD BLVD     PORTLAND, OR 97232

SHOP: 503-863-7019   CEL: 503-954-1991
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Photography by Claude Mahmood - Cannabis grown at Green Source Gardens, OR 
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™

WWW.THERADEXPO.COM
425-656-3621

Retail & Dispensary Expo
Oregon Convention Center
January 17-18, 2018

If you only attend one cannabis trade show in 2018, make it the 
RAD (Retail And Dispensary) Expo in Portland on January 17-18.

The only national trade show 100% for retailers and their suppliers

Qualified attendees are admitted free (store owners, buyers, employees and future  
  retail store owners)

250+ vendor booths will target retailers’ needs

A dedicated “Farmers Market” for Northwest cultivators to have booths

Convenient location at the Oregon Convention Center: A large, modern venue close  
  to the airport, I-5, hotels and ample parking

Produced by Marijuana Venture: The nation’s largest and most widely distributed  
  business publication for the legal cannabis industry

If you’re like most retailers, traditional cannabis expos and shows 
cost too much to attend, and have little for the retail/dispensary 
side of the business. The RAD Expo changes all that. This is a 
show for retailers and their suppliers and vendors.

PRE-
REGISTER 
TODAY!


